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New bursaries
in town
Ascent Group Inc.
made a generous
donation to St. Thomas
and Elgin campuses,
funding two new awards
for students in the
renewable energy sector.

Tra!ord tragedy
OHL needs to do more
after Terry Tra!ord’s death.
Will it be a wake-up call in
junior hockey?

Showing some skin
Burlesque dancers
SuicideGirls are heating
up the stage in London
with a racy show.
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BE A LEADER in the
retirement residence industry.

Retirement Residence Management.

Introducing Fanshawe College’s

NEW

Contact us to learn more:
Tracy Jones  t. 519-452-4289  e. TJones@fanshawec.ca

For complete program details, please visit www.fanshawec.ca/retirementresidence

APPLY
NOW

fo
r

M
ay 2014!

The Junos take place March 30th. 
Tell us your favourite Canadian 

recording artist(s) #falconmusic
This week’s winning response:
Sara Haney
shad k
Cameron Kok
there is no Canadian band better than propagandhi
Kelsey Sales 
drake
Mike Simpson
Obviously the boys of Sum 41
Lauren Leona
Hedleyyyy!
Chas VanEvery   
Drake
Kendra Dickson 
billy talent all the way! band of my childhood.
Michelle Lynne Jon
I’ll go with Avril
Gin Cao
Avril! !
Ashley Gamble
Hedley!

Next week’s question: 
How are you preparing for �nals? Tweet using #falcon�nals 

or respond to the Note on our Facebook page 
(facebook.com/fanshawesu) before 2 pm on 

Wednesday, April 2nd, 2014. You’ll be entered into a draw 
for a $10 Out Back Shack/Oasis gift certi�cate. Must be 

a current, full-time Fanshawe student.

APRIL EVENTS
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE AT THE BIZ BOOTH

TUES 1

WED 2 FIRST RUN FILM | NOAH
$ 4 STUDENTS | $ 6 GUESTS | AT RAINBOW CINEMAS (IN CITI PLAZA)

TUESDAY COMEDY NOONER | RODNEY RAMSEY
NOON | FORWELL HALL | FREE COFFEE & TEA

THURSDAY MUSIC NOONER | KEN YATES
NOON | FORWELL HALL | FREE COFFEE & TEA

THURS 3

9 PM
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WHERE CAN YOU GET
GRAD PHOTOS DONE?

Drop by the 
Welcome Kiosk with your answer.  

Five winners will be selected 
from correct entries and 

The Welcome Kiosk (between the 
Bookstore and the Library) is open all 

year between 8am and 4pm,
 Monday to Friday

ENTER TO WIN A FREE
COFFEE & DONUT!

PRIZES SPONSORED BY CHARTWELLS

TORONTO (CUP) — As the
winter semester comes to a close,
students scramble to submit job
applications in hopes of landing a
summer job; more employers are
requiring candidates to include
their social media account names
in the application process. But
what exactly are individuals agree-
ing to when they send their account
user names?

Students may not be aware they
have a right to informational priva-
cy, meaning a right to control the
collection, use and disclosure of
personal information.

“This almost becomes like a
Charter value. Privacy has a funda-
mental place in a modern democra-
cy. This ability shouldn’t be taken
away from you,” said David
Goodis, director of legal services
and general counsel at the Office
of the Information and Privacy
Commissioner of Ontario at the ’Is
that legal? Ethical? Hiring Using
Social Media/Web Results’ event
hosted in mid-March by the Career
Development and Employment
Centre at Ryerson University in
Toronto.

How much information can
employers gather on potential
employees via social media?

The extent to which a company
can use social media and back-
ground checks depends on whether
they are a public or private organi-
zation.

For a public company such as
Ryerson University, a background
check is allowed if it is first legal-
ly authorized and secondly neces-
sary to the hiring process.

For private organizations, a
check is only allowed if a candi-
date gives consent. When consent
is given, employers are able to

look at personal information on
social media profiles freely.

It’s also important to note that
even though information may pop
up on a Google search, that doesn’t
mean it’s public knowledge.
Organizations still may not be able
to collect it and use it towards
examining whether a candidate is a
good fit.

But, ultimately it is the student
who controls what is posted on
their accounts and the impression
they give, said Kyle Tettman, dis-
trict manager at Launch! marketing
agency, who also participated in
the event.

“Set the breadcrumbs to where
you want them to go,” he says.
“Meaning you control what people

think about you when they search
your profiles online.”

He encourages students to be
mindful of what they’re posting
and tweeting. It’s not just about
ensuring there’s nothing illegal on
your social media accounts, but
examining the image they portray.

What people see online should
match your real self, but it should
also look okay. “Doing a keg stand
isn’t illegal, but it doesn’t look
great as your display picture
either,” he says.

Tettman and Goodis said their
organizations do not “Facebook
creep” or look up an individual’s
social media accounts without per-
mission when deciding on intervie-
wees for a potential position.

SAM SIM
THE RYERSONIAN

Is it legal to hire based on
your social media profile?

CREDIT: STEPHEN ECHAVIA

Fanshawe alumnus and Hogwarts student Robert Watson provided Stephanie Jarrick, Meghan Marchand and
Ashleigh Marchand a guided tour during Fanshawe’s open house at the Centre of Digital and Performing
Arts building on March 22. Thousands of potential students along with thier parents toured Fanshawe’s main
campus as well.

CREDIT: FARNIA FEKRI/

Fanshawe College announced
late February that Ascent Group
Inc. had made a generous dona-
tion, which will fund two new
awards to benefit students at the St.
Thomas and Elgin campuses.

Ascent Group Inc. is a high-volt-
age electrical contractor, which
was formed through the merging
of like-minded companies former-
ly known as ECM Controls, St.
Thomas Energy Services Inc., Tal
Trees, Tiltran Services and Lizco
Sales.

Ascent spokesperson Jeff Milcz
said the donation is meant to sup-
port communities and programs.

“The thought really was to give
back to students in our community
engaged in programs that relate to
the business that we’re in,” he said.
“We see it as a great opportunity to
work with the College to promote
programs that are focused on the
industries that we’re engaged in,
which is renewable energy and
electrical industries.”

Milcz said with the industry
growing as fast as it is, it only
made sense to invest.

“We want those [programs] to
continue,” he said. “We want stu-
dents locally to be able to feed our
future job market.”

Though the amount remains
undisclosed, Milcz said the awards
are “significant enough.”

“Hopefully it recoups some of
the cost of staying in a program
like that,” he said. “Rising tuition
costs and the general cost of living
and being in a college program.
It’s expensive to stay engaged in
higher education.

“We feel it’s off-setting some of
the cost for some worthy students
who are excelling in the program.”

Students who may be put into
consideration must encompass cer-
tain things.

“Students [who] are excelling in
the program and show tremendous
promise as far as being actively
engaged and doing extremely well
in the program,” Milcz said. “It’s
really based on those [who] choose
to show enthusiasm and [are]
excelling academically in the pro-
gram.”

The partnership between Ascent
and the College is one that is par-
ticularly beneficial to students in
the renewable energy sector as
well as in research and develop-
ment.

“We’re investing in our future
workforce,” said Milcz. “We want
to promote higher education in
[our] respective field. It is a bene-
fit to Ascent and our community
when we’re giving back to a pro-
gram that employs people in our
communities.

Ascent has participated in work
fairs in London and at Fanshawe,
looking for potential employees.

“We have a number of open-
ings,” he said. “The programs that
Fanshawe offers are producing stu-
dents that have potential careers
with Ascent going forward.”

“It’s exciting for organizations
that are involved in specific indus-
tries to have ties to the local brain-
power of higher education institu-
tions,” Milcz said. “We’re really
impressed with the level of student
engagement [at Fanshawe], the
knowledge and the types of proj-
ects they’re working on.”

Students can find out more
about the bursaries through
Student Awards at www.fan-
shawec.ca/studentawards. For more
information on Ascent Group Inc.
visit ascent.ca.

STEPHANIE LAI
INTERROBANG

Two new awards to
benefit students in
St. Thomas and
Elgin campuses
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Fanshawe College took the stage
for the CIFP (Canadian Institute of
Financial Planning) Case
Challenge at Humber College on
March 22, an event that brought
students out of the classroom and
provided the opportunity to net-
work and gain experience.

Fanshawe Business Finance stu-
dents Adam Baird, Andrew Laurin
and Amanda Hanlon braved the
Challenge as Fanshawe’s very first
representatives in the competition,
along with their coaches, profes-
sors Lynn Okanski and Brad
Bishop.

The three teammates had
worked together previously but
started serious preparations in
January. “We’ve [had] team meet-
ings at least once a week for two
hours at a time. In these meetings
we work with our coaches/profes-
sors, Lynn Okanski and Brad
Bishop, to fine tune some of our
skills,” said Baird. “We are also
extremely grateful for our sponsor,
Neal Kongkham, from Sun Life
Financial for his generosity and
help in coaching.”

Working together proved to be a
valuable experience, learning to
work cohesively with different
opinions and views and bringing
different experience together.
“[Kongkham] is genuinely inter-
ested in seeing our great programs
get even better to support the needs

of the ever-changing financial
services industry,” said Bishop.

The team was required to create
and present a complete financial
plan from a provided case study.
Separated upon receiving the case
study, teams were given two hours
to read, analyze, develop and pres-
ent a financial plan based on the
client situation. The presentation
itself was to a panel of judges that
consisted of current financial plan-
ning professionals in an attempt to
convince them that their solution
was feasible and superior to others.

Fanshawe competed against six
other colleges from Eastern
Canada. “The experience of being
able to compete on a national stage
against the best students from other
schools was irreplaceable,” said
Baird. “It also gave us the opportu-
nity to size up future competition.”
The team was able to touch on
every topic in the case even under
extreme pressure and not knowing
what was expected from the
judges, who were also hard to read.

Despite not placing in the top
three, Fanshawe’s team has proud-
ly opened the doors for future stu-
dents as the inaugural team taking
the Challenge. Okanski acknowl-
edged the challenges that come
with first time competitors, that
there might still be a lot to learn
about proper preparation for a
competition for the students and
coaches. Yet she knew at heart that
the experience would be important.

“I felt excited because I [knew]
that this experience [would] be
memorable for the students, and
help shape their passion and com-
mitment to financial planning.”

“[It is important] anytime
Fanshawe students [take] centre
stage to represent the school. For
this particular event, it’s important
because we are part of such a

strong and comprehensive program
and we really want to help elevate
the status of Business Finance stu-
dents at Fanshawe,” said Baird.
“Future Fanshawe students will
benefit from this event and have
the experience from this years
team to support their journey.”

“We were going in blind to some
extent, not having ever participated

before, however, we were confi-
dent it would be a great experience
for our students and ultimately it
was,” Bishop said.

Interested in the CIFP Case
Challenge? Baird recommends the
experience to other Fanshawe
Business Finance students. Visit
www.cifpcasechallenge.ca for
more information on future events.

HOPE AQUINO-CHIEN
INTERROBANG

Count us in! Business Finance students step up

CREDIT: SUBMITTED

Fanshawe’s CIFP Team. Front row: (left to right) Adam Baird, Amanda Hanlon, Andrew Laurin. Back row: (left to
right) Mathieu Jones, Gabriela Fernandez, Neal Kongkham (Sun Life representatives), Lynn Okanski, Brad
Bishop (faculty coaches)
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FSU IS HIRING
WORK STUDY

FULL-TIME SUMMER
Junior Web Facilitator

Graphic Designer

Junior Advertising Representative

Video Reporter/On Screen Personality

Videographer/Producer

Writer

Custodian

Computer Technician

Conference Assistant/Orientation Coordinator

Restaurant General Labourer

Cook

Server for The Out Back Shack

Food Prep for the Falcon’s Nest

www.fsu.ca

We are hiring work study students to work full-time from May to August. Go to www.fsu.ca/jobs

to apply for work study. Once qualified come to the FSU O!ce SC2001 with your resume.

Contact: Emma Zekveld at e_zekveld@fanshawec.ca for job inquiries



On most mornings of most weeks I con-
sume more energy than the grandfather after
whom I am named probably used in a life-
time. Powered by highly refined petroleum,
a one-tonne vehicle carries me 30 kilometers
to one of my offices. The most energy-con-
suming “machine” my grandfather ever
guided was a horse. This is an illustration of
how much our economy has changed in one
short century. And it is an indicator that our
planet – and we along with it – is in great
danger.
In last week’s column I mentioned some

of the dangers of an economy that depends
on oil and is dominated more and more by
corporations whose success is disconnected
from the well-being of communities, fami-
lies, local environments, and urban land-
scapes.
I said that I would look at some of the

thought of theologian and farmer, Wendell
Berry. I believe his thinking is very impor-
tant as we face a time in the history of our
planet that appears ready to give way to cat-
astrophic change brought on by our enjoy-
ment of an oil-based and energy-greedy
economy.
Berry, in an essay titled, “Faustian

Economics: Hell hath no limits” (published
by Harpers in May 2008) identifies our love
of the notion of limitlessness. In an act of
blind faith, we believe that science and tech-
nology provide us with a limitless future of
enjoyments. At the same time this religion
holds that the twin pair will resolve our ener-
gy and environmental problems. Even as the
time before we reach the cliff edge has now
become alarmingly short.
We are, writes Berry, like Doctor Faustus.

He is the fictional character who in the play,
The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus by

Christopher Marlowe, desires above all to
“possess” all the treasures of Nature and to
search the whole world for knowledge and
power.
I can’t help but think of the infinity of

Facebook postings we see every day from
Punta Cana, St. Lucia, Orlando, and a thou-
sand other places as we and our friends enjoy
sun destinations every winter, soaking up the
treasures of nature, searching the world for
more and more.
Berry shockingly alludes that we are cre-

ating hell on earth. As Mephistopheles, a
devil, says in Faustus, hell hath no limits.
Hell is where we pretend to live without lim-
its, taking everything we desire. (I am not
suggesting that this is the final definition of
hell, only that where we assume to live with-
out limits we bring it on.)
What does Wendell propose as a solution?

He attempts to have the reader embrace the
notion of limits. We cannot have everything
we desire. And if we do, we will burn up our
planetary home. Wendell proposes that we
recall that we are created beings, human
beings made by the Creator. He is without
limit; we are not (and neither are devils: they
are deluded on this score).
Realizing our “creatureliness” is key to

becoming free of our self-constructed hell on
earth. As created beings we depend on
healthy connections with our finite but rich
planet and the human society, which God
has created for our thriving. Our true (eco-
nomic) wealth as a human race does not
come from corporations or social network-
ing. It comes from the land, the air and
oceans. When our manufacturing and con-
sumption destroy our environments, we
destroy our wealth.
Consider this obvious example. When our

national economy demands the destruction
of thousands of square kilometres of
Alberta’s topography for the sake of short-
term “economic” growth of the country
through oil sales, we have caved in to a dis-
torted and destructive understanding of our
true economy. For the short term we’ll all be

able to drive SUVs. But for the long term,
we’ll collude with a global economy whose
outcome should alarm us greatly.
We need to become aware again of the

connections without which we will not sur-
vive: connections to our lands, the water, the
air, connections to the production of our
food, to the animals on whose well-being
ours also depends, to the families and par-
ents from whom we are born, and to our
local and national communities.
As his essay concludes, Wendell asks that

we look to artists for inspiration. Artists, he
says, work within limits to produce pieces
that nourish us. A poet must arrange words
according to very strict rules; otherwise her
work will not be read. A painter must work
within the limits of the possibilities of line,
colour, texture, shape and the size of canvas

or area to be painted.
No artist will succeed if his art results in

the destruction of the sources of pigment or
the burning of all poetry and music of the
past. And yet, in our desire for limitless liv-
ing, aren’t we about to destroy the canvas on
which we live, the colours that give delight,
and the harmonies that inspire and feed us?
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BURNABY (CUP) — During an awk-
ward icebreaker game at the beginning of
the semester, someone asked me if I planned
to take an internship. I laughed nervously
and told her no, considering most of the
internships in my field of interest were
unpaid.
I was taken aback by her response; she

recoiled in horror, as if she were going to
catch some sort of unemployment plague,
and demanded to know how I expected to
get a job in the future. My annoyance bub-
bled below the surface, but I managed to
slather on a tight smile.
I want to know why I am expected to sell

myself short because of the precarious title I
bare. Not only do I, and many other students,
not have the luxury of throwing a whole
working summer away, but the idea of sell-
ing labour for free because of my status as a
student seems ludicrous.
Regardless of the fact that we were raised

in an era of experience over compensation,
why do students work laboriously to leave
empty handed — save for (fingers crossed!)
a glowing recommendation? Unpaid intern-
ships are not a fair and noble exchange
between those in power and students; they
are a shady way of extracting cheap or free
labour.
When the topic of unpaid internships

came up in one of my tutorials last semester,
few people recalled good experiences.
While some people did mention that com-
pleting an unpaid internship for a not-for-
profit organization left them with valuable
job experience, the overwhelming majority
felt like they were being taken advantage of.
The rule of unpaid internships is that

interns cannot do the same work as paid
employees. Unpaid internship advocates’
solution to potential exploitation of interns is
for interns to have a firm awareness of their
rights by reading the Employment Standards
Act.
Realistically, though, even when interns

are equipped with that awareness, they
would accept breached rights if it meant
keeping their employers happy and safe-
guarding a potential future job.
As one girl in my tutorial put it, “I was so

bent on pleasing my boss in order to get a
good recommendation, that I never objected
to doing the same menial tasks as the secre-
taries.”
The act itself perpetuates class division.

Unpaid internships create a distinction
between the privileged who can afford to
take them, and the middle class or poorer
students who cannot. The privileged are
allowed these unpaid “opportunities,” while
most students are forced to take jobs outside

of their area of interest in order to make
money, which often goes towards staying in
school.
This situation begs the question — are

those who get unpaid internships really the
crème de la crème of intern candidates, or
has the competition just been sufficiently
thinned out to only include the wealthy? If
you ask me, it’s the latter.
Unfortunately, as long as there are stu-

dents willing to settle for these unpaid
internships, the belief that students are okay
with this sort of relationship to those in
power, and the belief that the wealthy
deserve this leg up on the rest of us, will
continue to be perpetuated.
Instead of climbing over one another on

our race to employment, students should
rally together and hold ourselves to a higher
standard. I think it’s high time we challenge
the status quo. The mindset that perpetuates
internships might have had a place in the
Feudal era, but not in 2014.

Put yourself out there
CASSONDRA LOZYNSKY

THE PEAK

CREDIT: PHOTO COURTESY STUDENTS AGAINST UNPAID INTERNSHIP SCAMS

NOTES FROM DAY SEVEN
MICHAEL VEENEMA
veenema.m@gmail.com

Wendell Berry: Welcome to Hell?

CREDIT: THINKSTOCK

Our appetite to consume is taking our world places we don’t want to go.
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The haunting echo of a Conservative
mother scared about her kids trying pot, is
still ringing in their ears, but Canadians will
soon be one step closer to a drug-free utopia
if Health Canada gets its way.
The federal health organization has intro-

duced “Marihuana Medical Access
Regulations,” which will restrict licensed
users’ from growing their own medication
because of concerns about illicit sale and
violent crime. The ultimate injustice done
here is inherent to the fact that medical mar-
ijuana users themselves are not the crimi-
nals. As far as Health Canada is concerned,
if cracking down on non-medical users neg-
atively impacts the medical users, that’s
none of their concern.
As Health Canada learned on March 21,

however, Judge Michael Manson doesn’t
feel quite the same way. The federal judge
granted an injunction, which will allow med-
ical marijuana users to continue to grow
their own supply if they had been licensed to
as of September 20, 2013 or later.
The injunction is a temporary measure,

which will allow medical marijuana users to
continue their treatment as before until their
legal challenge can be heard in court. The
judge did allow one portion of the new regu-
lation to take effect namely limiting the legal
amount of dried marijuana a patient may
possess to 150 grams.
A gram of pot has a street value of approx-

imately $10 and advocates against the new
regulations claim the initial cost from a
licensed Health Canada grower would be
comparable. This puts the price tag for a
patient with a 15-gram daily prescription at
$49,275 per year for medication, assuming a
price of $9/gram.
This is at the heart of the court challenge

to Health Canada’s new regulations. The
challenge hinges on the claim that raising the
cost of treatment for medical marijuana
users could be unconstitutional.
Many with a prescription for marijuana

have chronic pain and are unable to work
making the medication they need inaccessi-
ble under the new regulations. A medical
user from Ottawa made headlines when he
launched a lawsuit against the federal gov-
ernment for $6.5 million, his estimate of
how much his and his wife’s medical mari-
juana would cost over their lifetime under
the new regulations.
When Liberal Party Leader, Justin

Trudeau, stated that he had smoked marijua-
na while elected to the House of Commons,
it sparked a media frenzy. No federal party
leader could escape the question and before
long, MPs and the Prime Minister himself
were being asked when the last time they
smoked up was.
The short-lived drama played out on a

national stage with a regular procession of
familiar faces, federal leaders, admitting to
having used an illegal drug. It’s difficult for
many to disregard the recreational abuse of
marijuana and its proliferation. The misstep
comes when the concern over recreational
users leads the government to take action
that will negatively impact those with legiti-
mate access to the drug for medical purpos-
es.

New medical
marijuana
regulations a
pipe dream

VICTOR DE JONG
INTERROBANG
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I’m going to let you in on a secret that not
many people in the art world will admit: I
can’t draw. I mean, I can, but not exception-
ally well by industry standards. I can conjure
more than a stick figure, but my technical
skills are definitely lacking when it comes to
any sort of accurate depiction.
If I’m looking at a person who is model-

ing for me, I can study his/her nose and see
the subtle shades and contours of it – how
the light falls on the first side of the nose and
that there’s a sharp crescent-shaped high-
light on one nostril. I can see in my mind
how it will look in my sketch. But some-
where between my mind and my pencil, the
concept gets lost and I end up with a less
than eloquent depiction of the person.
Artists used to need to be able to draw or

paint well because that was the only
resource they had to bring something from
their imagination to a canvas. But to let you
in on another secret that not many of us like
to admit: not anymore.
Creative people often feel that they need

to get an idea out on canvas to be able to
cope with every day life. That is me. So
because I am not a very skilled drawer, I
spent a great deal of time being frustrated
and disappointed with myself, unable to cap-
ture what it was I felt on my paper. Being
creative in nature and having the hand-eye
co-ordination and patience to draw some-
thing precisely, are not mutually exclusive
things. You can have one or the other.
Those who draw blueprints for houses

may not all be creatively inclined, but they
can draw the heck out of a granny split. I can
conceptualize an amazing idea in my mind,
but end up covering my work until it looks
like a Jackson Pollock. For all those who are
with me, there is hope. Technology has pro-
vided a unique opportunity for artists living

in creative limbo.
I suppose a prominent example of tech-

nology being used to enhance art is the
invention of the photo collage. Artists would
go out, take photographs of different parts of
their imagined scene – a waterfall, a fire-
man, a kid eating a lollipop and a sky-
scraper. Then they would develop the pho-
tos, cut out the parts of them they wanted,
and construct the scene with all of these
things using scissors and glue. They would
then use the (newly-invented) photocopier
to copy that page and it would become a flat
image of the imagined scene. Artists could
create what they saw in their minds without
ever picking up a utensil.
If we skip ahead a few decades and look

at the relationship between art and technolo-
gy, the resources are now abundant. There
are numerous tools we can use to create the
image we’d like, but the biggest advance-
ment is, of course, the computer.
We have seemingly unlimited ways that

we can now depict an image. You can take a
photograph like collagers used to or draw an
image from scratch digitally. There are pro-

grams for editing images, digitally tracing,
cutting, distorting and recolouring images.
There is a delete button! You can re-do
something as many times as you want until
you get it perfect. The possibilities are end-
less when it comes to creating a piece of art
digitally. And you don’t have to have impec-
cable hand-eye co-ordination – just a func-
tioning index finger.
Some say that this cheapens fine art. If all

it takes is clicking a button, what special
skills do we have? What the computer does-
n’t account for is creativity. The ability to
visualize something smartly in your mind is
a skill that not everybody has honed as fine-
ly as an artist. You need to understand things
like composition, balance and colour com-
patibility, even if you can’t seem to draw
anything that doesn’t look like a blob. The
digital age doesn’t cheapen fine art; it
enriches the palette of those of us who strug-
gle to manifest our imagination.
If you’re intuitively creative, there isn’t

much in your way of actualizing your idea
on a canvas.

Technology crafting art
ARTiculation
AMY VAN ES

CREDIT: THINKSTOCK

Fine art done with a mouse doesn’t cheapen the work.



This Friday’s edition of New
Music Night is going to be a show
to remember as veterans The
Salads make their return to cam-
pus, in performance at The Out
Back Shack with openers Mr.
Tasty and The Riot Street Band.
The Salads formed in

Newmarket, Ontario in the early
‘90s; a difficult scene in which to
nurture a band. In Grade 7 at the
time, guitarist Dave Ziemba and
bassist Chuck Dailey formed the
band with drummer Grant Taylor,
and the group would undergo sev-
eral configurations for their first
few years, including the addition of
front man Darren “Mista D”
Dumas in 1999.
The band fought for every

opportunity they could, finding
success early in the new millenni-
um thanks in part to the strength of
their self-produced 2003 album
Fold A To B – the record produced
the singles “Get Loose” and “The
Roth Kung Fu,” making a commer-
cial impact in Canada and beyond.
However, the musical climate was
just beginning to change, and the
band found itself among the first of
a new generation left on the way-
side by an industry floundering in
the wake of the digital revolution.
“All of our showcases for major

labels went great, but we kept
being offered development deals,”
recalled bassist Dailey. “This was-
n’t what we were looking for – we

were presenting labels with a fully
produced, finished product, com-
plete with two videos funded and
finished.”
It was a discouraging point to

begin, but underlined the idea that
the band would have to be their
own driving force in order to see
their vision realized the way they
intended. Already responsible for
producing their music and com-
fortable in their DIY roles, the
band promoted themselves to great
effect, and their accomplishments
at the time are a testament to their
determination.
Most recently, the band released

Music Every Day in 2012, a return
to the spirit that inspired them
when they first began as teenagers.
According to Dailey, their latest
album reflects an outlook in the
band that they hadn’t seen in years,
filtering out the struggles and
influence of the industry and plac-
ing the focus back on the music.
“Fold A to B was written when

life was a party and was written
very collectively, we had no idea
we had a hit on our hands,” he
explained. “[With Music Every
Day] we wanted to get back to hav-
ing fun making music and that’s it.
Music saves us. This album was so
full of laughs as we were making it
– life is better now, our relation-
ships as brothers are better now,
but business is much slower.”
As an added bonus, the event

falls on Dailey’s birthday – the
band is already excited about the

potential that the night has to offer.
“We plan to tear the roof off,” he
laughed.
Given the gift of hindsight and

experience, his main advice for
bands going through the grind
mightn’t surprise you: put each

other first; maintain the relation-
ships within. “Don’t water down
your ideas for anyone,” he
stressed. “Share ideas. Respect
each other’s ideas. Learn together,
have fun together.”
For more on The Salads, visit

thesalads.com or follow along on
Twitter @thesalads. This Friday’s
edition of New Music Night is a
free event, all ages with student ID
19-plus without and starts at 9 p.m.
in The Out Back Shack.

BOBBY FOLEY
INTERROBANG
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The Salads will be returning to The Out Back Shack for New Music Night on April 4.

The Salads headline New Music Night

CREDIT: STEPHEN ECHAVIA

Above: Rock/grunge band Zealots of Desire played New Music Night
at The Out Back Shack. Below: London based alternative rock band
Handsome Harlot also played during New Music Night.
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I write about random things a
lot. I write a lot about random
things. Music geeks are archaeolo-
gists in nature, digging through
blogs and forums as easily as a
crate of vinyl. Inspired by the
search as much as the find, the
thrill of the hunt lives in every
music geek that searches for their
next favourite sound, unabated by
time or obstacles along the way.

So it was with great interest that
I read recently about Martel by Jay
Malinowski & The Deadcoast, an
album rooted in mystery and dis-
covery itself. Released on February
11, Martel is a departure from
Malinowski’s previous projects to
date, and manages to be intriguing
while deeply personal.

Half-concept album, half-biog-
raphy, the record is inspired by
Malinowski’s discovery that he is a
descendant of Charles Martel, a
Huguenot war hero that survived
persecution to settle in Canada in
the mid-1700s. The Huguenots
were a branch of Reformed
Protestants that were driven out of

France around the start of the 18th
century due to religious conflicts.
Fleeing their homeland, the
Huguenots settled into nearby
Protestant communities that could
accept them, though for many it
meant traveling as far away as
Africa or the new United States of
America.

Martel witnessed terrible perse-
cution in his day, and saw his own
mother beheaded in Lyon due to
her convictions. After leaving
France, he found the opportunity to
fight for the British and received
land in Cape Breton on which to
build a new family, one that
Malinowski discovered by perus-
ing through detailed family jour-
nals.

“Before my grandfather passed
he had mapped our family lineage
in detail, in old books,”
Malinowski explained. “That’s
where I found Charles’ story, and
these patterns of displacement that
resonated in me deeply. The
Martels after Charles became
sailors, privateers and pirates for
the most part. It was a dislocation I
felt deeply having been continu-
ously travelling for all my life.”

There are familiar echoes of
Malinowski’s previous musical
endeavours present on Martel, but
they are few. The album’s 18 songs

are divided between Pacific and
Atlantic sides, at times delicate, at
others raucous. The Pacific side
begins with “Main-A-Dieu,”
haunting and sweeping into the
intimidating and ominous stride of
“Meet Me At The Gate.” The
album moves fluidly into “Patience
Phipps (The Best To You),” its
nimble string arrangements adding
a flavour of whimsy that belies
even its closing track, the playful
and optimistic “Sloop John B.”

Malinowski’s muse carries
strongly into the Atlantic side,
guided by highly listenable efforts,
like the single “The Tall Shadow
From Saint-Malo” or “Carnival
Celebration #2,” which features
Chuck Ragan.
Martel certainly doesn’t play

like a double album, consistently
engaging throughout – a satisfying
chronicle of the life of a wayfarer
trying to find a place or purpose in
this world, wherever it may be... a
concept as easily relatable in the
1700s as today, hundreds of years
later.

For more on Jay Malinowski and
the Deadcoast, visit
whoismartel.com or follow along
on Twitter @jaymalinowski. The
band is currently on tour through
the area, stopping in Hamilton on
April 3 and Toronto on April 4.

These shows are close to wrap-
ping up their Meet Me At The Gate
album release tour that began in
B.C. on March 20.

And for more of the latest music

news and show previews, follow
this column on Twitter @fsu_bob-
byisms. All the best to you for your
own discoveries, I'm out of words.

Plenty of musicals date back to
the ’30s, but let’s talk about the
here and now: the new generation
of musical TV shows and movies.
These days, musicals are bigger
than ever, and younger viewers are
singing and dancing their hearts
out in front of their TV screens.

TV shows such as Glee,
Nashville and Smash (which was
cancelled in 2013 after just two
seasons) and movies such as
Hairspray and Pitch Perfect have
all found their way into the spot-
light, and it seems as if a new gen-
eration of musical TV shows and
movies has been born. But let’s
back up here for a second. What
caused this sudden onslaught of
musical TV shows and movies?

My thought is that ever since
High School Musical was released,
it has created a pathway for new
musicals to come flooding in.
Young people really seem to love
high school drama mixed in with
singing and dancing.

After High School Musical pre-
miered on television in 2006, musi-
cals such as Across the Universe,
Hairspray and Mama Mia were
released. Then came the next best
thing: the TV show Glee was born
in 2009, and many fans of the show
proudly referred to themselves as
“Gleeks.”

Hannah Mels is a Glee fan, and
she isn’t ashamed to admit it. “I
started liking Glee and other musi-
cals because I myself am a huge
music fan, and it’s been a part of
my whole life,” she said, adding
that she often finds herself singing
along with the characters. “I like
that they focus on bullying and

other things students in a high
school face.”

Perhaps the reason why Glee is
so appealing to its young viewers is
because of the content that is
shown. Sure, you’ve got the
singing and dancing, but the show
is much more than a group of
teenagers prancing around; it’s
about life and the challenges that
we face in the world around us.
Glee covers a variety of real life sit-
uations such as bullying, love and
relationships, the desire to fit in and
be popular, homosexuality and
more. We can relate to the show in
more than one way, because
chances are we’ve gone through
some of these things ourselves.

Fanshawe graduate Taylor
Marshall is a big fan of anything
related to musicals, and Hairspray
is her all-time favourite. “Other
musical movies I like are the stan-
dards such as RENT, Dreamgirls,
Chicago, West Side Story, The
Sound of Music and The Phantom
of the Opera, just to name a few.”
She’s also checked out some live
musical theatre shows that have
toured in Toronto, including Jersey
Boys, Memphis, Wicked and The
Book of Mormon, and hopes to one
day take in a show on Broadway in
New York.

Marshall’s love of musicals
extends beyond stage shows and
into the small screen. “Besides
Glee, I also loved the TV show
Smash. The show was definitely a
musical theatre fan’s dream as it
gave you a [fictional] behind-the-
scenes look at what it takes to bring
a Broadway musical to life. It also
featured some amazing musical
numbers similar to the ones on
Glee.”

Marshall said she believes that
Hairspray sparked her love for all
things related to musical theatre. “I
was just blown away by the story,
the dancing, costumes and most
importantly the music. After
watching the movie, I went right to
the mall and bought the soundtrack
and movie poster. I must have lis-
tened to the soundtrack nonstop for
several months.”

Even though musicals are full of
energy and excitement, there’s
bound to be some things that the
viewer doesn’t necessarily like. “I
think anyone who likes musicals
will agree with me when I say the
one thing that I don’t like about
certain movie and TV musicals is a
forced song or musical number,”
Marshall said. “As much as I love
the shows Glee and Smash, some-
times there will be a performance
that I feel is poorly placed or
forced. It doesn’t happen often, but
when it does, it sometimes takes
away from the overall experience
of the episode.”

Whether it’s a love or hate thing,
there’s no denying that there has
been a substantial rise in musical
based TV shows and movies. “I
think Glee has to be one of the
main reasons for the increase in the
rise of musical TV shows,”
Marshall mused. “Since the show
premiered in 2009, there have been
shows such as The Sing-off, Smash,
Canada Sings and of course The
Glee Project (reality show). Movie
musicals have been around for a
long time, but I think since more
people are becoming interested in
watching musical TV shows and
seeing live theatre, people are just
as interested in seeing musicals on
the big screen.”

She added that “the movie Pitch
Perfect is a great recent example of
just how many people enjoy this
genre, as the movie did great at the
box-office and the soundtrack was
at the top of the charts for weeks.
There is even a sequel in the works
because the first one did so well.”

Musicals may not be for every-
one, for some, they will always
hold a special place in their hearts.

Want to get your groove on while
watching some compelling shows?
Here’s where to start:

TV Shows:
- Fame (1982)
- Glee (2009)

- The Glee Project (2011)
- Smash (2012)
- Nashville (2012)
Movies:
- High School Musical (2006)
- High School Musical 2 (2007)
- Across the Universe (2007)
- Enchanted (2007)
- Hairspray (2007)
- Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber

of Fleet Street (2007)
- High School Musical 3: Senior Year

(2008)
- Mama Mia! (2008)
- Fame (2009)
- Burlesque (2010)
- Pitch Perfect (2012)
- Les Miserables (2012)

NIKKI UFIMZEFF
INTERROBANG

Our screens are alive with the sound of music

CREDIT: VICTOR PENNER

Martel is the tale of Jay Malinowski’s family history about a Huguenot
war hero who settled in Canada in the mid-1700s.

Martel and the discovery of self
BOBBYISMS
BOBBY FOLEY
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Grab your friends, grab your
lovers and leave your prudish inhi-
bitions at the door, because after
six years away, the most popular
burlesque performance in North
American history is making a
return to Canada, bringing a
steamy celebration of pop culture,
alternative beauty and raw sexuali-
ty to the London Concert Theatre
as the SuicideGirls Blackheart
Burlesque show makes its return to
northern shores.
Forget what old movies or that

one episode of The Simpsons have
taught you about burlesque, the
performance on show is of a far
less traditional vein. A grittier,
more modern take while still
retaining the sexy, teasing spirit of
the performances of yesteryear.
SuicideGirls co-founder and one of
the show’s creators Missy Suicide
described it as “pretty kickass, it’s
set to a really modern soundtrack
and the girls are doing some very
cool dance moves.”
She reinforced that the dancers

were genuinely dancing, before
describing the old brand as “more
about the tease, they would sort of
prance between the numbers, and
while we definitely take the sexy
tease element, and a bit of the same
feel, it’s a much more modern spin
on it.”
With choreography provided by

Manwe Sauls-Addison, who has
worked with the likes of Beyoncé
and Lady GaGa, pieced with a
modern soundtrack and dance
numbers paying homage to some
of pop culture’s biggest franchises;

Game of Thrones, Doctor Who and
Kill Bill to name a few, the show
promises to have something for
anybody who holds even the
slightest bit of interest in the pop
culture of the last decade.
After the whirlwind success of

the initial Blackheart Burlesque
that included opening up for acts
including Courtney Love and Guns
n’ Roses, the girls came to the con-
clusion that it was a little too time
consuming and decided to take a
year off to focus on another proj-
ect. “The show was a lot of fun but
it was quite a bit of work and we
decided that we were going to take
a season off and [write] a book,
and then we decided to make a
movie so that kept getting pushed
off and pushed off,” explained
Missy, citing the numerous films,
books and television programs that
her models have been involved in
over the years.
She was able to pinpoint what it

was that brought the show back to
life. “When we put out our third
coffee table book Hard Girls: Soft
Light last spring, we sent two of
our girls on a book signing tour up
the West coast, primarily stopping
at comic book shops … we had a
lineup of 500-750 people out the
door just to get these two girls’
autographs, and we knew we could
put on a much better show than
that.”
Sitting just outside of the main-

stream, SuicideGirls has been cele-
brating all that is beautiful in being
different for over a decade. With
its humble beginnings as an online
pin up site a small shadow of the
Internet phenomenon that it has

become. “We have over 12 million
fans on various social networks,”
said Missy Suicide. “The increase
in their popularity has definitely
helped to increase our profile.”
Millions of photos have been

submitted to the website over the
years, with a chosen few selected
to join the SG ranks based on a mix
of personality, uniqueness, and of
course, the raw sexuality that is
needed to convey the required con-
fidence on camera. Over half of the
members of the website are in fact
female, a somewhat surprising sta-
tistic for a website that focuses on
image of nude women, but not one
that surprises Missy Suicide. “I
think that the women on our site
provide nude images yes, but
they’re done in a very tasteful,
beautiful way that you don’t often
see in a lot of nude imagery and
erotica.”
Despite the heart of the website

consisting of the nude imagery that
it was launched around, Missy
credits the ability for members to
join groups, read posts and sub-
scribe to blogs based on an incred-
ibly wide variety of topics, giving
them the opportunity to interact
with like-minded people across the
world.
“All of our models keep blogs

and they can interact and find peo-
ple who share their interests,
whether it’s Japanese pop music,
vegan cooking or Libertarian poli-
tics,” she laughed. “There really is
a group for almost anything that
you can imagine and our members
can meet and interact with others
who share their interests.” Not only
a source of online friendships, the

groups and forums of SuicideGirls
has also had a real life effect for
many members, something that
Missy is extremely proud of.
“We’ve had hundreds of thousands
of really tight friendships made,
couples that have met and married,
and now there are babies born
because their parents met on
SuicideGirls; I think that extra con-
nectivity is really strong.”

Many of the Suicide Girls are
avid followers of what have long
been considered to be “alternative”
pursuits, comic books, and fantasy
stories being a common topic
among the websites blog posts, and
it is this vested interest in the
“geeky” that is a driving force
behind the Blackheart perform-
ance. “We really want to bring the
girls’ interest, as well as our fans’
interests into the burlesque,”
describing most of the girls as
extremely geeky. “Comic-Con is
always our biggest event, all the
girls are always asking to be the

ones to go.”
As a lot of the cultural pursuits

that a decade ago would have been
considered out of the norm have
become more mainstream, it
widens the net of interest in the
topics the SuicideGirls have
always focused on, giving Missy
great confidence for the future of
her website.
“I think that people appreciating

tattoos and our thoughtful, nerdy
sort of culture is only a good thing,
I hope that people still continue to
grow with it and use SuicideGirls,
there is always going to be outsider
culture all over the world, and
while we’ve become extremely
popular with some demographics
of it, there are plenty of people in
the world who have still not heard
of SuicideGirls.”
This one-of-a-kind performance

is coming to London on April 10.
Tickets are available at ticketmas-
ter.com or
blackheartburlesque.com.

ANDREW VIDLER
INTERROBANG

Tattooed bombshells kick up a storm
CREDIT: VEERMAG.COM

The Suicide Girls are bringing their burlesque show to London on April 10.
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Not having the perfect closet
space is a problem most people
constantly run into and it’s not an
easy problem to solve. Building
more closets into your home just
isn’t an option especially if you are
renting. If you own your home it
would be a different story but
almost all of us are renting or liv-
ing with our parents, leaving us to
work with what we have.
Closet space is so important in a

home; it keeps your essentials and
clutter hidden away. Imagine a
home without closets… it would
be pretty messy! With most of us
having limited closet space in our
homes, we need to make it a high
priority to use the space to maxi-
mum capacity while still looking
pretty and organized of course!
I recently have run into the prob-

lem of my closets just not having
enough shelves. I am fortunate
enough to have a closet dedicated
to all of my school/office supplies,
but this closet is designed to hang
clothes in. Living in a rental space
means I cannot alter the closet per-
manently, meaning I cannot build
my own shelves and put them in

myself. It’s just not allowed in
most apartments, especially not in
Fanshawe’s residences buildings!
Some of your stuff just isn’t

meant to be piled up in a closet
space, it could be any item that you
use on a regular basis and need
easy access to. So what is the solu-
tion you may be asking, well I
came up with a quick and well-
needed answer for you… and for
myself for that matter.
I purchased shelves from the

local Canadian Tire, called Resin
Rack Shelves. These shelves are
light to carry home on a bus, sim-
ple to build and gives you four
extra shelves in your closet.
These shelves give you what

you’ve always needed and won’t
damage the inside of your closet.
They are inexpensive when they
go on sale and so easy to build
yourself, even if you’re not a
handy person. These shelves
allowed me to organize my office
and school supplies, so now I have
organized and easily accessible
belongings in my closet.
When your closet space just

isn’t right, don’t sweat and just put
these types of shelves in your clos-
et! It is the easiest solution that
won’t leave you worrying when
you move about damage fees. Now
is the time to create that organised
closet you always needed.

Make better use out
of your closet space!

CREDIT: BRITTANY ROACH

Make your life easier and purchase a shelf to organize your closet space.

TURN BORING
SPACES BEAUTIFUL
BRITTANY ROACH
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Fashion Merchandising students
put on a fundraising intergalactic
fashion show on March 27.
Proceeds from the annual show
will benefit local charity Itsy,
which provides financial relief to
families with children in the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU) at the Children’s Hospital
here in London.
“Our students… they’re the

future so it was the opposite side of
the spectrum of these little babies
and these students that are graduat-
ing and becoming adults them-
selves,” said Fashion
Merchandising instructor Linda
Jenken. “It’s been really exciting
to see how the charity’s grown and
how the students have been a big
part of helping that.”
The charity grew out of Laurel

and Matt Lunnen’s own experi-
ence with a preemie in the NICU.
“[The Lunnens] started Itsy

based on their own situation hav-
ing a baby in neonatal and Laurel
was working at Fanshawe at the
time,” explained Jenken. “She was
working here in the office and [I]
was talking to her a little bit about
it and thought it would be a fabu-
lous to start something that’s a
very grassroots relationship.
“Itsy covers costs like groceries,

babysitting, parking – which is
astronomical at the hospitals. With
the money that we’ve raised in the
past years … we did actually buy
some equipment for the neonatal
[ward].”
This year, the show was called

Weightless with a focus on outer
space – a current trend in fashion
and media.
“I always look for something

that’s on-trend,” said Jenken. “I
think space being very prevalent in
a lot of conversations and even the
movie Gravity being up for several
Academy Awards, I thought it was
very fitting.”
Probably the most interesting

aspect to the show was that each
garment is made of recycled mate-
rial only, which posed a challenge
for students.
Second-year student Sara Haney

explained how difficult it was, but
that the results were “absolutely
beautiful.”
“The cool thing is that [the gar-

ments have] been made out of
completely recycled materials,”
she said. “They don’t look like
they’ve been made out of recycled
materials – they look like some-
thing completely new.

“There’s hula-hoops being used,
yarn… anything you can think of
under the sun,” Haney said. “They
look amazing. The colours are
great.”
Not only did the show feature

creative designs by students, it fea-
tured some very special models.
“[The audience saw] fashion

like they’ve never seen before …
Each individual garment is unique
and innovative in its own way,”
said Jenken. “We also have our
preemie models; we have children
on the runway that were all pre-
emies and are thriving and doing
really well today.
“It’s wonderful to highlight our

program in showing both our first
years and graduating students.”
To learn more about Itsy or to

donate, visit itsy.ca.

STEPHANIE LAI
INTERROBANG

Fashion show is out of this world

As such an infamous dreaded
task, cleaning is often ignored and
put off throughout the year. Yet
come springtime, the urge to purge
and start anew often rouses even
the least enthused to re-evaluate
their feelings about cleaning. What
is it about the change in seasons
that makes it the ideal time to
clean?
Spring-cleaning has become

almost a ritual for many people and
involves a thorough cleaning of the
house from top to bottom. Perhaps
it is a result of the feelings of being
dormant and less active throughout
the cold winter months, but a good
clean can do one a world of good.
Whether it’s a seasonal restless-

ness or simply an ingrained tradi-
tion, it is definitely a more useful
and beneficial occurrence. Before
starting your own seasonal clean,
take a few minutes to do research
and think about the reasons why
the clutter piles up year after year.
Sometimes, the real solution to the
clutter is how to be organized
enough to prevent the accumula-
tion in the first place.
Here are some quick tips for

cleaning and organizing around the
house to help you with your spring
clean this season and for seasons to
come:
• Grab some baking soda! It has

multiple uses from cooking to
cleaning and is a wallet-friendly
solution. You can clean many sur-
faces with this wonder product…
without all the nasty chemicals.

• Another method to avoid
chemicals is to use a mixture of
vinegar and water to clean counter-
tops and other surfaces.
• Use dryer sheets (even used

sheets) to dust instead of Swiffer
rags that are more expensive.
• Toilet cleaning duty? Pour a

soft drink around the rim and let it
sit for at least an hour before scrub-
bing.
• Microwave a sponge (non-

metal kinds) for two minutes to kill
the germs.
• Do a classic closet purge and

hang all your clothes with the
hangers facing one direction. Each
time you wear a piece of clothing,
return the hanger in the opposite
direction. Come the next change of
seasons, if there are hangers that
are left unturned, consider selling
or donating those pieces.
• Whenever you leave your

room, make it a habit to put one

item away or return it to its proper
spot.
• Stop being generous with the

items you might use in the future,
chances are you really do not need
them and they are only taking up
space!
Take advantage of this surge in

cleaning inspiration and make use
of the difference in not only your
energy level but also your mental
state that is naturally induced by
the coming of spring. It is the ideal
time to clear out and have a fresh
space to start the season. A wel-
coming living space can vastly
improve how you feel. If the task
of cleaning an entire living space
seems daunting, target one room or
a commonly frequented space.
Don’t get discouraged; habits do
not change in a day, but remember
how good a clean space feels and
work towards a lasting change.

HOPE AQUINO-CHIEN
INTERROBANG

Spring-cleaning fever

CREDIT: BCLIVING

Spring is in the air, and a tradional spring cleaning normally follows.

CREDIT: SYDNEY BAILEY

First year Fashion Merchandising students put their pieces on display at
the Weightless fashion show on March 27. This year’s theme was outer
space.
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Every once in a while we get
that sudden urge to indulge in
some retail therapy. That brand
new outfit just looks oh so appeal-
ing, it’s the latest fashion trend,
and therefore it is the best, right?
We think that this is so that we for-
get the wonderful pieces we have
in our wardrobe. We pay full price
for the newest and hottest pieces
when they come out, but vintage
pieces can coincide with the sea-
son’s latest and hottest trends too,
and they’re not nearly as expen-
sive!
The details on vintage clothing

can be a great compliment to mix-
ing with basics or if you like the
details, highlight them because
vintage pieces have their own per-
sonality. With many of them, at
first sight they may seem too bold,
some fits are boxier and maybe
you’re not sure how you’re going
to make it work with your
wardrobe.
Most fashion trends recycle

themselves; the silhouettes,
colours and fits from today’s fash-
ion are heavily influenced by the
past. Of course designers, buyers
and people in fashion are always
looking for the next fresh trends,
but as admirers of style, past fash-
ion can always be a good resource
to look for inspiration.
The jumpsuit for example, is a

hot item this season! There is a
broad range of jumpsuits this sea-
son, anything from longer sleeves

for daywear or strapless and fitted
for a night outing. It is such an
easy piece to wear, it flatters many
figures since it is nipped at the
waist and accentuates an hourglass
figure.
Oversized jackets and blazers

are also hot items this season that
have carried over from last season,
another is a staple vintage silhou-
ette. The oversized look is not for
everyone, but for those of you who
don’t want that boxy look but love
the details or print of your boxy
jackets, wear them open. Let the
silhouette of what you’re wearing
underneath be the main focus
point.
In this outfit for example, the

bright cobalt blue button-up jump-
suit has an elastic waist that will
emphasize a small waistline. The
boldness of the colour is comple-
mented by the oversized blazer.
Both silhouettes work together to
create a casual-dressy look that is
ready for a meeting, day event and
networking event. The bag is from
Aldo a few years back, from a col-
lection that was inspired by vin-
tage details (see, you can mix
pieces from your wardrobe in with
vintage pieces).

1. Cobalt blue jumpsuit: This
great from Rage Market can be
found at etsy.com/RAGEMAR-
KET for $40.

2. Black and white spotted
blazer: This oversized beauty is
found at etsy.com/RAGEMAR-
KET for $30.
Vintage pieces can be very easi-

ly integrated into your wardrobe,
it’s less costly than to buy brand-
new pieces each season and they
can add great detail to your look!

Mixing in vintage
with the new

THE SHOPPING BAG
HAI HA NGUYEN
hhnguyen.77@gmail.com

CREDIT: PRSPECTIV

A pop of colour from the jumpsuit enhances Hai Ha’s outfit of the week. It
might be time to browse the racks at Value Village!

Even though it may not be feel-
ing like spring is coming any time
soon in Ontario, it’s time to start
channeling that nice weather and
the perfect way to do that is by
brightening up your makeup.
To get rid of that dreary winter

complexion, change up your blush
colour or start adding a blush to
your makeup routine because it is
one of the best ways to bring a
whole new light to your face.
Blush can be a tough product to
pick out because you don't want it
to be too dark, too light or too red
etc. However, there are many sta-
ple blushes that have been around
for a long time as well as new
launches that will make your
choice that much easier to make.
In the spring it is always best to

have a blush that is bright and
colourful and if you want a quick
solution, you want to head to Nars.
Nars’ famous “Orgasm” blush

looks good on everyone. It is a
beautiful coral colour that has the
perfect balance of orange and pink
as well as it has the right amount of
shimmer to bring that glow back to
your complexion.
Nars has also just released a

whole new line of matte
“Multiples” which is a cream prod-
uct that can be used for the cheeks
and the lips! Another great thing
about this product is that it can be
used wet or dry. If you like that
intense, bold colour, blend the
product onto the skin as is but if
you want something more subtle

and soft, add some water and you
will get a beautiful wash of colour.
If you want to add some contour

and highlight to your complexion
as well, Shiseido will be launching
its Face Colour Enhancing Trio.
They not only come in four beauti-
ful shades (peach, lychee, apple
and plum) but they all include a
highlight and contour powder.
These face trios can either be used
individually or can be blended
together to create a harmonized
colour that will brighten your com-
plexion.
If you have never worn blush

before or are a minimalist, you
may want to try one of Benefit’s

cheek tints. These are very sheer in
colour and can be used not only for
the cheeks but for the lips as well.
They now have four different
shades (orchid, rose, poppy-pink
and mango) that work well with
any complexion. The cheek tints
are also very easy to use as you just
need to tap the product onto your
cheeks with your fingers.
Start channeling spring and the

warmer weather by brightening up
your complexion. If you are an
avid blush user, change up your
colour or if you have never worn
blush before, try it! The amount of
difference a pop of colour can add
to your complexion is tremendous!

A pop of colour for spring
BEAUTY BOY
JOSHUA R.WALLER
joshua.r.waller@gmail.com

CREDIT: MARIE CLAIRE

Try adding a pop of colour to your complexion this spring!



Sometimes, going in to see a
movie blind can be an incredibly
rewarding experience, especially
when the film is so poorly market-
ed that anything appealing about it
is lost to potential viewers. I feel
especially strongly about this
mostly forgotten 1997 victim of
bad marketing, Mouse Hunt.
A first glance at the poster seems

to suggest a rather run-of-the-mill
bland kids’ movie, digested easily
by children while boring adults to
tears. But this quirky film is any-
thing but; it’s almost Tim Burton-
esque (back when Tim Burton’s
flair wasn’t overwrought and over-
done) in its gothic visuals and
hilarious black comedy. Yes, it’s a
black comedy, despite its rather
childish two-men-try-to-catch-a-
mouse premise, and it’s one you
definitely shouldn’t bring six-year-
old Timmy to.

Probably the first thing about
Mouse Hunt that will surprise you
greatly is its incredibly strong and
consistent sense of visual style.
The house and string factory our
two misshapen Laurel-and-Hardy-
type protagonists inherit from their
late father is creaky and gothic, but
the motif doesn’t end there. The
streets and parks within the world
of the film all carry a sense of
wrought-iron mid-1900s flair, a
timeless feeling that would make
the movie unidentifiable in setting
era if it wasn’t for the occasional
appearance of modern-day tech-
nology. It’s actually quite impres-
sive to see the amount of effort
poured into giving the film its dis-
tinct looks.
Even superficial aesthetics

aside, the film’s comedy harkens
back to the days of classic slap-
stick. Mouse Hunt has a unique
brand of black comedy that carries
a theme of constant failure. From
the very get-go, the film’s duo,
Lars and Ernie, act as pallbearers
for their father’s funeral and acci-
dentally drop the coffin, resulting
in the body sliding out and directly

into an open manhole. Everything
from that moment is downhill for
the film’s characters, with lost
careers, unrequited love, dealing
with unscrupulous characters and
much more being brought to the
table. And the film of course, never
takes itself seriously despite this.
The elaborate traps the duo set for
the pesky, intelligent mouse result
in slapstick funny failure that never
feels tired or played out.
Written by Adam Rifkin (Small

Soldiers) and directed by Gore

Verbinski (Pirates of the
Caribbean, Rango, The Ring)
among others, Mouse Hunt has a
real sense of flair. Lee Evans
(There’s Something About Mary)
and Nathan Lane (The Lion King’s
Pumbaa) flex off their comedic tal-
ents and habitual mishaps without
excessive mugging and other
cheap comedic tricks to keep the
audience in the film. Absolutely
nothing about the film suggests it
being a quick cash-in, but rather a
comedy with brains carried on the

shoulders of enthusiastic talent.
It feels comical to write such an

academic piece for a bit of slap-
stick, but Mouse Hunt is one of
those unfairly derided movies that
are never given a chance, especial-
ly by the snobbier cinema goer.
The film has true weight as come-
dy and gothic eye-candy. If you’re
looking for a film that harkens
back to the days of classic
Hollywood screwball comedy,
Mouse Hunt nails it.
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CREDIT: STEPHANIE LAI

Fanshawe Student Union President shakes second year Fine Art student Elise Comtois’ hand in front of Comtois’
Les Belles Femmes, acrylic on canvas, which has been purchased by the FSU and will be displayed in the FSU
Student Centre. “I feel very thankful. I’ve said that a million times over,” said Comtois.

Scooby-Doo!
WrestleMania Mystery
(2014)

Vince McMahon and the
employees of his World Wrestling
Entertainment (WWE) enterprise
have faced a great many challenges
over the years. There have been
steroid trials, a high death toll
amongst performers and competi-
tion from other sports entertain-
ment companies. One thing Mr.
McMahon has not had to deal with
was a blood thirsty ghost bear.
Thanks to the newly released
direct-to-home video flick Scooby-
Doo! WrestleMania Mystery how-
ever, McMahon can now say that
he has faced and overcome all pos-
sible challenges.
Scooby and his owner/best pal

Shaggy are enjoying a night of
hijinx, playing the latest video
game offering from the WWE.
After vanquishing a foe, they move
onto the bonus level, where the
game format inexplicably changes
from wrestling, to a Dance Dance
Revolution-style rhythm challenge.
When Scooby achieves a perfect
score, he is greeted with a video
message from WWE head honcho
Mr. McMahon, informing him that
he has won a trip to WrestleMania,

which is taking place in WWE
City.
WWE City? Yes, in the world of

Scooby Doo, WWE is not a travel-
ing show, but its own city, com-
plete with not only an arena, but
training facilities, and all you can
eat buffet restaurants. If Vatican
City can exist, then why not a
WWE City. The residents of both
cities have their own J.C. which is
central to their existence. The
WWE’s version is their top star,
and one of the heroes of this story,
John Cena.
Scooby and Shaggy are eager to

travel to WWE City, but their
friends need a little arm-twisting,
and not the kind that the WWE
superstars like to do. Fred agrees
so he can snap some photos with
his fancy new camera. Velma
decides to go so she can compare
the WWE to ancient gladiatorial
society. Daphne is adamant that
she will not go, but changes her
tune after taking a gander at the
aforementioned John Cena.
So Scooby and pals go to WWE

City, enjoy WrestleMania, and
everything goes off without a
hitch, right? Wrong! You see,
WWE City is being terrorized by a
ghost bear. Long ago, it was not
uncommon for wrestlers to have
matches with bears. No, this is not
a wacky idea dreamed up for the
purposes of this animated film.
This actually used to happen. The
site that would eventually become
WWE City was once host to a
match between a masked Mexican
wrestler name Sin Cara Grande,
who overcame the odds, and
defeated the bear. Now after all

these years, the bear is back – this
time in ghost form, to seek
vengeance.
Mr. McMahon is very worried

about the bear. Not because he is
concerned about the welfare of his
fellow WWE City residents, but
because he is afraid that something
will happen to the extremely valu-
able WWE championship belt. So,
after hearing of the legendary
exploits of Scooby and pals, he
hires them to be protectors of the
belt. But Scooby and Shaggy find
themselves in deep Doo Doo when
the belt goes missing, and all signs
point to Scooby being the culprit.
Justice is not dealt out in a court-

room in WWE City, but rather in
the wrestling ring. Scooby and

Shaggy must earn their freedom by
competing against the WWE’s
scariest performer, the nearly
seven-foot-tall Kane. In the
immortal words of Scooby, “Ruh-
roh!”
Along with the voice work of

Scooby regulars such as the
Matthew Lillard, Mindy Cohn and
the legendary Frank Welker, a host
of WWE superstars are along for
the ride, including John Cena,
Kane, Triple H, AJ Lee, Sin Cara
and The Miz.
Scooby Doo has had some

incredible encounters over the
years with stars such as Sonny &
Cher, Don Knotts and KISS.
Nothing has come close however
to the magic created when Scooby

first set his four feet onto WWE
soil. Scooby-Doo! WrestleMania
Mystery is a delight from start to
finish. I Scooby-Dooby-Doo rec-
ommend that you download your
digital copy from Amazon or
iTunes, and then also purchase a
physical DVD as well. It is impor-
tant to have a backup, as watching
Scooby over the years has taught
me that people are always stealing
things, and there might not be
some meddling kids to prevent
them from nabbing your copy of
this excellent film.

Visit www.cinemaconn.com to
read the Cinema Connoisseur’s
blog, which includes his entire
archive of reviews.

Doo not miss this Scooby/WWE mashup
Cinema Connoisseur
ALLEN GAYNOR
www.cinemaconn.com

CREDIT: WWE

Scooby and gang team up with the World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) crew to take care of a ghost bear in
Scooby-Doo! WrestleMania Mystery.

CREDIT: MOUSE HUNT

REEL LIFE
ESHAAN GUPTA
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca

Childish kid’s film or gothic black comedy?



Nothing hurts the soul more than
seeing things you hold dear and nos-
talgic being ripped apart in the name
of modernization. It’s a depressing
bookend to my earlier orphaned
game franchises bit, but hey, what
can you do, right?

These game franchises are proba-
bly the most infamous examples of a
complete lack of devotion to fans and
the worship of the almighty dollar.
While their previous iterations still
exist for us to enjoy, there is nothing
to look forward to for the future of
these game intellectual properties.

Thief (2014)
The original Thief games still have

an active (and highly vocal) fanbase
to this day, despite the game’s age.
Even the franchise’s weakest entry,
Thief 3, boasted the incredibly awe-
some steampunk Victorian looks,
open-ended stealth action gameplay,
and thieving protagonist Garrett’s
wicked sense of humour.

And all that was tossed out the
window for Thief, the franchise
reboot. Melting down Garrett’s per-
sonality to that of an angry, angsty
wooden board of a video game char-
acter was only the first grievance the
new reboot has wrought. Under the
guise of gameplay ease, the mechan-
ics and stealth have been boiled
down to “walk away from the
guard’s direct line of sight to pro-
ceed.” Truly sad. At least the original
Thief will still provide you hours of
entertainment, both from the official
story and fan levels.

Turok (2008)
Despite having a low-key PC

release as well, the Turok games
were the Nintendo 64’s killer app.
The novel 3D graphics and controls,
absolutely cruel and devastating
weapons and, of course, frickin’
dinosaur hunting made the original
Turok trilogy a video game jugger-
naut. It was also one of the first big
game franchises to star an aboriginal
protagonist. After fizzling away from
some mediocre PS2 spin-off games,
the franchise was brought back in the
form of 2008’s Turok, and in name-
sake only. Besides the player charac-
ter being named Turok, virtually
nothing from the original games gets
carried over, opting out the Native
American mystique for a bland,
generic “space marines on a monster
planet” direction.

If playing the N64 versions of the
older games isn’t quite possible, the
PC release is relatively easy to find,
and is even small enough to fit on a
flashdrive, for some portable time-
killing.

Dungeon Keeper (2013)
Words cannot express how miser-

able the fans of the Dungeon Keeper
franchise are right now. The two PC-
based RTS titles, Dungeon Keeper,
and Dungeon Keeper 2 were quirky
in letting the player be the bad guy,
but still had solid gameplay. Of
course, running in with EA Games’
current trend of milking their cus-
tomers for every single cent they
carry, the new Dungeon Keeper
Mobile title is a microtransaction-rid-
denmess. It has faced such vehement
opposition from average customers
and die-hard fans that EA attempted
to buck the app market rating system
by offering players in-game rewards
in exchange for five-star ratings.
Sneaky and abhorrent practices on

part of EA Games, and an awesome
franchise left with a legacy of nickel-
and-diming its players… now that’s
true evil.

RollerCoaster Tycoon (can-
celled)

The beloved starchild of ’90s PC
time management games,
RollerCoaster Tycoon was also set to
have its own mobile-based sequel,
also completely riddled with micro-
transactions. Thankfully, with pub-
lisher Atari’s bankruptcy (they
haven’t caught a break since the ’90s
for good reason), the game was mer-
cifully snuffed.

Even if you can’t find your origi-
nal cereal-box copy of RollerCoaster
Tycoon, RollerCoaster Tycoon 3 and
its expansion packs are easily avail-
able on Steam. While the sim ele-
ments of the game are toned down in
exchange for those fancy 3D graph-
ics, it’s still better than nothing (and
still a lot of fun).

Kicking and screaming: Bringing back old IPs
GAMING THE
SYSTEM
ESHAAN GUPTA
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca

CREDIT: MEGAGAMES.COM

Dungeon Keeper: Evil comes at a cost of 99 cents per click.
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postgrad.sheridancollege.ca

One Year to a Great Career.

Your degree or diploma is a great foundation – now get the job-specific skills  
employers are looking for in less than one year!

Sheridan has more than 20 post-graduate programs that will prepare you for a career in  
business, management, communications, or digital media.

Get the rewarding job you want.

Get
Creative.
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laura.billson@gmail.com

That’s it. Let’s pack this up and go home.

Wooo! Star Wars Clone Wars is 
on Net�ix!

I love this show. The banter 
between droids, the camaraderie 

between troopers . . .
Meesa Jar Jar Binks!

Bus Stop

Nerds
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LIFESTYLES
After the puzzle has been cor-

rectly solved the letters in the cir-
cles when read from left to right
across each row will spell a spe-
cial message or word.

Across
1. Headline from last issue: The

CAISA Fashion ___ 2014: Arcadia
5. Varieties
10. Beat to a pulp
14. “Catch!”
15. Headline from last issue:

Scavenger hunt has ___
16. Insect stage
17. “Enchanted” girl in a 2004

film
18. Express
19. Headline from last issue:

Fanshawe ___ grows Tempting Tree
20. Glimpse
22. Appear
24. Pro
25. Fraternity letter
27. Headline from last issue: From

___ to dentistry
29. Headline from last issue: A

___ for mental health awareness
32. Dilute
33. 180° from NNW
34. Wife of Esau
36. Bout stopper, for short
37. Pakistani river
41. Food Network star
43. Works
45. “Ah, Wilderness!” mother
46. Headline from last issue:

Premier League Ponderings: Power
shifting in the northwest ___
47. Benchmarks (abbr.)
48. ___-80 (old computer)
50. Singer’s voice
52. Headline from last issue: Put

yourself ___ there
53. Headline from last issue:

Xander John Scott is ready to ___
London with his music
56. More artful

58. Noninvasive diagnostic proce-
dure, for short
59. Cuckoos
61. Mollify
65. Headline from last issue:

Don’t fake it till you ___ it
67. Brainy
69. Cries of surprise
70. Wedding vows (2 words)
71. Small African antelope
72. “General Hospital,” e.g.
73. “Hercules” spinoff
74. Archaeological find
75. Headline from last issue: ___

Boring Spaces Beautiful: Choosing
your interior décor theme

Down
1. 1973 World Series stadium
2. Headline from last issue:
3. Heraldic border
4. Becomes frayed
5. Headline from last issue:
6. “Sure”
7. Buddy
8. Coastal raptor
9. “Climb the __ and cross the

waves”
10. Automobile sticker figure

(abbr.)
11. Atmospheres
12. Headline from last issue:

13. Hot spot
21. Loc. ___
23. Headline from last issue:
26. Emcee’s need
28. Doesn’t own
29. Corduroy feature
30. Argonaut who slew Castor
31. Badgers
35. Headline from last issue:
38. Affect
39. Language of Lahore
40. Method (abbr.)
42. Sealy competitor
43. Genesis event, with “the”
44. Headline from last issue:
46. Toast
49. Electric eye, e.g.
51. Antipoverty agcy.
53. Commingle
54. Mark
55. Canon competitor
57. Headline from last issue:
60. 2002 Literature Nobelist

Kertesz
62. Old English pronoun
63. Frost
64. “Baseball Tonight” channel
66. That, in Oaxaca
68. Baseball card statistic (abbr.)

Solution on page 18
1. There is a museum in Spain

that shows two T.Rex skeletons
having sex.
2. The University of Victoria

offers a course in the science of
Batman.
3. Tap water in Canada is held to

a higher health standard than bot-

tled water.
4. In 2006, a
woman was
found in her
London flat,

skeletonized, after
three years of being dead

– with the TV still running.
5. The human sigh acts as a

physiological reset button.
6. In downtown Churchill,

Manitoba, it’s illegal to lock your
car doors in case someone needs to
escape from a polar bear.
7. Eminem repeated the ninth

grade three times.
8. In Cuba, hitchhiking is

encouraged and government vehi-

cles are legally required to pick up
hitchhikers.
9. In Ice Age, the drawings of

characters during the end credit
roll - and Sid’s drawing of himself
on a wall - were all done by the
children of the animators.
10. North Korea holds elections

every five years - and there’s only
one name on the ballot.
11. The widow of the inventor of

the Winchester rifle built a house
with mazes and dead-end staircas-
es to confuse the ghosts of the peo-
ple who were killed by her hus-
band’s rifles.
12. There’s an isolated tribe in

Zimbabwe where the people have
only two toes, dubbed the “ostrich
people.”
13. Super Nintendo and Sega

Genesis had an online multiplayer
mode.
14. While it took the radio 38

years, and the television a short 13
years, it took the World Wide Web
only four years to reach 50 million
users.
15. MDIF, a New York based

non-profit organisation, is plan-
ning to beam free Wi-Fi to the
entire world from space.
16. There’s a video game called

Lose/Lose that deletes a random
file on your computer every time
you kill an enemy.
17. The four ghosts in Pac-Man

are programmed to act differently:
red chases you, pink just tries to
position itself in a set way, blue
tries to ambush you and orange is
random.
18. In 1999, Pokémon was the

second most searched topic on the
internet. The first was pornography.
19. On eBay, there are an aver-

age of $680 worth of transactions
each second.
20. Eighty per cent of all pic-

tures on the internet are of naked
women.

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
You’re still feeling on the defen-

sive. Retreat is a natural impulse
unless your back is to the wall. It’s
easier to deal with a bully once you
understand what makes them tick.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
With the right tools and focus,

Taurus can’t be stopped. The
Taurus Moon gives you the advan-
tages of strength and persistence.
All Earth Signs dance securely on
solid ground.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
Counselors and spin doctors

succeed where everyone else fails.
Publicity may not be your friend,
but you should greet its arrival
with open arms. Secrecy is sudden-
ly an unaffordable luxury.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Cancer is involved in a tug-of-

war. You might be a contestant, the
rope that’s being pulled or the
prize to be claimed by the winner.
Try to enjoy this, or at least endure
it until the end.

Leo (July 23 - August 22)
If you insist on maintaining a

rigid posture, your body will soon
complain. Start helping others
instead of watching them do it all
for you. Altruism can be exciting,
and Leo always craves excitement.

Virgo (August 23 - Sept. 22)
Support your colleagues even as

you pursue your own ambitions.
You’re confident enough to work
without a script. Creativity finds
many healthy outlets under the
Taurus Moon.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
Let go of emotions that you’re

not using. Change your decora-
tions, but don’t get too carried
away in a sudden transformational
frenzy. Your new approach should
be light and clear.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Laziness is for people who

don’t have a plan. Scorpio is driv-
en to do great things. You earn
what you get, and you remember
who helped and who didn’t.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Pragmatism clashes with morali-

ty. The right course of action may
not be the easiest. Your reputation
sometimes feels like a straitjacket.
Break out and do something differ-
ent if you’re willing to pay the price.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Through careful planning and

judicious use of resources, you
arrive. Of course, this isn’t the
final destination, but it’s good
enough for now. Choose your
friends, and treat them well.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
You may be an Air Sign, but the

airhead act isn’t serving your pur-
poses. Surrender to the inescapable
pull of Earth energy. Pay attention.
Look responsible. You’ll be
rewarded if you want to be.

Pisces (Feb. 18 - March 20)
There’s nothing like a little

order to show you what’s complete
and what still needs improvement.
A favourite illusion is closer to the
truth than you might imagine.
Personal time is fulfilling when
you finally get some.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 grid con-
tains the digits 1 through 9. That means no number is repeated in any col-
umn, row or box. Solution can be found on page 18.

Sudoku Puzzle

puzzle rating: hard
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Word Search

Environmental terms
(Words in parentheses not in puzzle)

Acid rain
Biomass
Compost
Ecosystem
Flora

Habitat
Landfill
Mulch
Ozone
Pollution

Recycling
Reuse
Smog
Trash
Wetland

C
L
S
H
C
O
M
P
O
S
T
K
L
E
A

S N M E T S Y S O C E I T S
F Q B D O O W G V D K U W S
T L A N D F I L L A N H E A
E P O L L U T I O N R N V M
A A S R U G N O A I O E S O
T G A I A N I W T Z N N Y I
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LATE NIGHT
with Seth Myers

Google announced that it will
launch a new security feature to
make it harder for situations like the
NSA spying program to happen in
the future. Then they went back to
driving around and taking pictures of
the street you live on.
In an interview with Meet the

Press, former President Jimmy
Carter said he won’t send emails
because he believes the NSA is read-
ing them. And also because he can’t
find the “send” button on his type-
writer.
Three elephants escaped from a

circus in suburban St.
Louis on Saturday, and
before they were cap-
tured they damaged two
vehicles, injuring over 50
clowns.

BEST IN LATE NIGHT
COMIC RELIEF

CONAN
with Conan O’Brien
While in China, first lady

Michelle Obama commented on
Chinese censorship. Or as the
Chinese news reported it, Michelle
Obama greatly admires Chinese cen-
sorship.
Mark Zuckerberg has reportedly

invested millions of dollars into a
computer that can speak and think as
a person. The computer is known as
“Mark Zuckerberg.”
In Michigan, a funk band has

made money off an album of com-
plete silence. You hear that,
Nickelback? It can be done.
Ukraine said it plans to take

Russia to court to try to get
Crimea back. So get ready
next week for a very spe-
cial Judge Judy.

THE TONIGHT SHOW
with Jimmy Fallon

There’s a new study out that says
an ingredient in tequila can help pro-
tect against diabetes. So finally, a shot
that people with diabetes can enjoy.
A new iPhone app lets people in

large cities reserve parking spots in
advance. The way it works is you
reserve the parking spot, and then
other drivers don’t care.
Starbucks is coming out with a

new tea inspired by Oprah Winfrey.
In a related story, they’re also com-
ing out with a cup holder inspired by
Stedman.
This year marks the 50th anniver-

sary of Disney’s “It’s a Small
World” ride. But they’re
making some changes to it.
They’re making the Russian
section much, much larger.

THE LATE SHOW
with David Letterman
Let’s talk about March Madness.

It starts out with 68. Then it goes to
32. And then it drops to 16. You
know what it’s like? It’s like
President Obama’s approval rating.
In March Madness, when No. 3

Syracuse was eliminated, I heard
people say the Orange had been
eliminated. They said the Orange
and the first thing I thought was
something happened to Speaker of
the House John Boehner.
President Obama now is meeting

with the G-7 leaders. Can you name
all of the G-7? I try but I always for-
get Bashful.
When Obama meets with

the G-7 leaders it must be
fun for him to put faces to
the voices he hears on the
wiretaps.

JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE
with Jimmy Kimmel
Apparently pizza sales are way up

during the NCAA tournament. I did-
n’t think pizza sales could go up. I
thought we were eating at our pizza
peak right now.
Sweden and France have devel-

oped technology that allows cars to
detect the emotions of their drivers.
The system uses an infrared camera
to determine if you’re upset. The car
will beep and flash a warning light,
telling you to calm down. Nothing
soothes an angry driver like a loud
beeping sound and warning light.
Police released detailed descriptions

of the video reportedly showing
Toronto Mayor Rob Ford
smoking crack. I want him
tomove out here. He could
do a reality show – Here
Comes Mayor Boo-Boo.

THE LATE LATE SHOW
with Craig Ferguson
Oprah Winfrey sold her old stu-

dio, Harpo Studios. They say it’s
haunted. On a cold, moonless night,
you can hear ghostly whispers of
cars being given away.
Every now and again when I do this

show, I wait for an adult to come along
and fix it. It’s not going to happen.
There’s a difference between an

illusionist and a magician. The word
“magician” is from the Greek word
“Mageaia,” meaning “One who
wears a top hat and cape, and looks a
bit like a gay vampire.”
An illusionist is one who shows

you something that defies the
laws of nature, thus creating
anxiety. It is something that
creates a weird feeling
in your stomach,
like Bruce Jenner.

The world isn’t kind, and that’s
a fact that we just have to face.
Nearly every turn you take, some-
one’s more likely to maul than
mentor you, and that fact couldn’t
be truer in the Hollywood system.
Even with the burgeoning indie

film movement, the big studios
reign supreme, and with power
comes great irresponsibility. Joe
Eszterhas, famed writer of the
’90s’ more… distinguished films,
Basic Instinct and Showgirls,
became one of the first of the “rock
star” screenwriters who demanded
large bags of money for their
works. He imparts his wisdom of
surviving within the system in his
semi-autobiographical The Devil’s
Guide to Hollywood.
There is no definite subject in

the book; it isn’t entirely a “how to
write”-type book (although being a
master screenwriter himself,
Eszterhas teaches, through com-
mon movie trope examples, what
to and what not do when penning
what should ultimately be your
paycheque), but it isn’t quite a
Hollywood exposé, either. Rather,
with a healthy dose of cynicism,
Eszterhas gives an inside view of
Hollywood from what is generally
the most marginalized yet essential

profession of that industry: the
screenwriter.
The butt of every running joke

in the system, the Hollywood
screenwriter’s stereotype of an
alcoholic dreamer whose beautiful
words on page are bought out in
exchange for a pittance is appar-
ently not all that far from the truth,
and that inside view means to edu-
cate the reader on the kinds of peo-
ple they’ll meet: crooks, produc-
ers, starlet hopefuls, lawyers,
directors, more lawyers, and
Scientologists with an army of
lawyers.
Eszterhas himself has had a

rather distinguished career. Basic
Instinct, the controversial “erotic
thriller” of 1992, broke records as
the most expensive screenplay
ever bought by a Hollywood stu-
dio, at $1.2 million, and turned a
profit for the studio, becoming one
of the highest-grossing movies of
the decade. It was the life of an
upscale jet-setter for Eszterhas,
until the release of Showgirls
(1997), a film so bad it lives on in
infamy. And the man is awfully
candid about it, even as far as his
very last Hollywood film project,
An Alan Smithee Film: Burn
Hollywood Burn, the lowest-gross-
ing movie of the ’90s that garnered
terrible reviews. He has nothing to
hide about his failings and it’s
interesting to see him cite his cine-
matic failures as a warning against
the screenwriter’s indulgence: per-
sonal projects and Icarus-like over-

confidence.
Under the excuse of teaching by

anecdote, the book is chock-full of
interesting hilarious Hollywood
dirt Eszterhas saw or heard. Big-
name stars and producers
indulging in some seriously hedo-
nistic activities is a recurring
theme, bringing true to life that
stereotype of big money and little
care. It’s disturbingly fun to see
well-loved actors and directors
reveal their monstrous, animalistic
diva side. But between all the
celebrity muckraking, important
lessons are taught about the type of
people you will meet in the studio
system; and the types that would
smile to your face as they sink a
knife into your back seem to be in
alarming abundance.
In the end, while you may not

quite find Eszterhas’ description of
people to be the nicest, his mes-
sage is still quite clear: stick to
your guns, and for the love of all
that is good, don’t be a doormat
that works as some director’s tool.
Even under veil of hard-tack cyni-
cism, the book encourages the
reader, probably a hopeful future
screenwriter, to celebrate who he
is, an incredibly important part of
the film industry that must not be
screwed with, ever.

Reading Between The Lines
explores books that you may have
missed out on that are worth your
while. If you have a book to sug-
gest, email Eshaan at
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca.

READING BETWEEN
THE LINES
ESHAAN GUPTA
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca

Movie industry muckraking

I’m Delsin Rowe, a Native
American graffiti artist and minor
delinquent who has just discovered
that I possess superpowers, powers
that will instantly label me as a
dangerous “bio-terrorist,” destined
to be ostracized from society or
hunted down and imprisoned. The
government agency charged with
my capture has me cornered,
threatening to torture the kindly
tribe elder who had just helped me
get out of a sticky situation if I
don’t admit what I am. I’m given
two choices, turn myself in, or let
this kind old woman be hurt. Good
and evil, blue or red, what is it I
do?
And so gamers are presented

with the first major decision in
Infamous: Second Son, Sucker
Punch Studios’ recent blockbuster
release and what many are consid-
ering to be the first must have
game on Sony’s young Playstation
4 console, a choice that will set
them down the path of the hero or
the villain for the remainder of the
story.
This isn’t a review; the game’s

amazing overall, but when this
decision flashed on the screen it
became clear that one of the fran-
chise’s old issues, and an issue in
gaming altogether, was set to con-
tinue.

Infamous is just one of the many
games in recent years that have
heavily leaned on some sort of

morality system, implemented in
the name of drawing players deep-
er into the story and the character
they control, but more importantly,
it can serve to truly challenge a
players sense of right and wrong.
Certain titles, however, beg the
questions “do these choices really
matter?” and “do these choices
make sense?” And sometimes
when it turns out that they don’t,
the effect can be lost and the
important immersion for the player
is snapped like a twig.
Using the above example, most

gamers will go good and save the
elder. I did, not only because it’s
what I would do, but because it’s
what I felt Delsin would have done
in that situation. Sure he was a bit
of a whiny kid, but certainly not
cruel hearted, which is why the lat-
ter option felt unnatural and pulled
me right out of the story.
The prior Infamous games fell

victim to the same issue, it never
felt right for that character to
become a mass murderer at the
drop of a hat, when the story makes
so little sense on one side, it
becomes all too easy to think that
developers included it as a game
mechanic first and a story device
second.
On the other hand, you have

Bioware’s space epic Mass Effect,
where you shape your character’s
morality sentence by sentence as
you attempt to save the galaxy
from an alien threat. While choos-
ing what you say was nothing new,
it was the ripple effect that your
decisions made that truly made the
morality system in this trilogy feel
crucial, as split second decisions
the player made would come into

play two games and 40 hours later,
causing one to question if the right
decision was made.
I’ll never forget the first time I

played through that decision; the
queen of an alien species that had
once ravaged the galaxy has been
resurrected, and was begging me to
spare her so that her species may
live. I put my controller down and
spent 20 minutes realizing that this
game was presenting me with the
option to commit genocide, and it
genuinely seemed like the best
option.
Unfortunately such powerful

moments are few and far between,
as all games that employ these sys-
tems fall victim to one common
problem, even one that was so
nearly perfect asMass Effect, there
is always one ending that doesn’t
quite gel with how things have
gone, leaving gamers with a sour
taste in their mouth that says the
choices they carefully and thought-
fully made were really of no con-
sequence, as the developers had
one ending in mind the entire time.
The reasoning is obvious, pro-

grammers simply can’t design an
ending that fits in perfectly with
every combination of decisions
that players can make, game devel-
opment is extremely expensive and
studios don’t have the resources to
spend on something that maybe 20
per cent will see, however if one
could, and create a game where
everything makes sense, than the
addition of morality will have truly
been mastered in games.
Until then, gamers can expect a

lack of payoff if they don’t follow
what the writers have deemed to be
the proper path.

G33K LYFE
ANDREW VIDLER

Gamers making tough choices?
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Michael McCarron got the
floodgates open. The big Montreal
Canadiens prospect scored
London’s first playoff goal this
season, as the two-time defending
OHL champions look for a three
peat.
“I just kept working hard and

battled through everything,” he
said. “I tried to get my leg speed up
and that’s why I think it was a suc-
cessful second half. My legs were
under me, I feel like I have a lot of
confidence and hopefully it
showed.”
The energized Knights showed

much gusto in their first two games
against the Windsor Spitfires. They
scored six in both outings. It’s the
best time of the year for junior
hockey fans, and in London, much
is expected from this talented crop
of players.
These Knights are perfect in

their last eight playoff series.
That’s 32 wins, and just eight
games dropped. Of those, just the
one series was a seven-game
thriller – last year’s final against
the Barrie Colts.
Newly-Knighted, Gemel Smith

was a member of the last team to
beat the Knights in a playoff series.
The year was 2011, the team: the
OHL champion Owen Sound
Attack.

“We’re exactly how we were in
Owen Sound that year,” said
Smith, who was a rookie then.
“That team worked hard and all the
guys here work hard. You look
here and they work hard every
game and all our team feeds off
them and we hope for the best.
“I know they didn’t get that

Memorial Cup win [the first two
times] and I’m going to try to help
them as much as I can.”
Smith isn’t the only Knight with

Memorial Cup dreams haunting
him. The core of this year’s squad
– the 1994-born players – were dis-
appointed not once, but twice at
Memorial Cup tournaments.
“There’s nothing like a [secret

formula] to win an OHL champi-
onship,” forward Max Domi told
the London Free Press. “It’s watch-
ing how the older guys handle
stuff. It’s about leaving it all on the
ice. This is the time in the season
we play for and we know we’re
going to do whatever it takes to
win here.
“We’re looking forward to that

challenge again.”
It will be a challenge because

this year the Knights had to settle
for fourth place in the Western
Conference. They ended the regu-
lar season with 20 wins in 23
games and still couldn’t pass the
Erie Otters or the Guelph Storm.
The Knights have their back door

into the Memorial Cup as hosts,
but no one on that team would
rather take that route. They want to
win, and they know how to win.
Two seasons ago Olli Määttä

shone in the playoffs. In his rookie
season he had 23 points in 19
games. He was fearless. He was
magnificent.
He’s now an Olympic medallist.
The Knights would have loved

Määttä back for this season. But
such is the way of junior hockey.
The Guelph Storm added Kerby

Rychel and Nick Ebert to an
already robust squad. The Otters
added Brendan Gaunce and Kurtis
MacDermid, while still boasting
phenom Connor McDavid.
Both teams and London, one of

these three sides will win the OHL
Western Conference, meaning one
deserving team won’t make it to
the third round of the playoffs.
It’s a harsh reality.
A lot is at stake for these OHL

teams. There’s no telling what
these playoffs will present.

You might see a hot goalie that
refuses to give up. It could be
unexpected depth scoring. It could
be a nail-biting road victory, a
moving comeback win or perhaps
it’ll be something as dramatic as
Bo Horvat’s buzzer beater last sea-
son.
The J. Ross Robertson Cup is

there to be won.
Now it’s a matter of which team

wants it the most.

Knights focused on kicking front door down
VICTOR KAISAR
INTERROBANG

CREDIT: OHL IMAGES

Deja vu? The Knights pose with the 2013 OHL title trophy.

The Terry Trafford saga came to
a tragic end earlier this month. His
body was found in his pickup truck
in the afternoon of March 11.
His green GMC Sierra was

found in the parking lot of a
Walmart in Saginaw Township,
about 140 kilometres northwest of
Detroit. Hours after the discovery,
the body inside the truck was iden-
tified.
On Highway 675, a spotlight

highlights the lone hockey player
pictured on a billboard; the number
16 visible on his jersey.
Emblazoned, on the billboard the
words “Terry Trafford, 1994-
2014”
It’ll serve as a reminder to the

people of Saginaw, and the Ontario
Hockey League, that they lost a
friend, brother and teammate. But
this tragic story brings to light the
pressures facing junior hockey
players. They’re small town
celebrities, but they’re only
teenagers. They’ve got a shot at
fame and fortune.
But like everyone else, they face

the trials and tribulations of grow-
ing up.
Family and friends aren’t as

accessible as before. Their life is
engulfed by hockey – coaches,
scouts and media – all of whom
define the individual based on his
hockey prowess.
Terry Trafford’s tragic story will

serve as a wake-up call to the jun-
ior hockey world, reminding offi-
cials that more needs to be done to
support players off the ice. It’s
easy to point fingers and lay blame
on the league that they don’t do
enough for the players off the ice.
“There’s nowhere to turn to

because it’s a team thing,” Terry’s
father Roy Trafford said to City
News. “What happens in Saginaw
stays in Saginaw. We’ll handle it.’

Well they didn’t handle this one.”
OHL Commissioner David

Branch would not comment on
specifics of the case until an inves-
tigation is complete, but he did say
that a support system is in place.
“This is a matter under police

investigation,” he added, saying
that neither the team nor the league
were aware of any mental health
issues. “We respect that and there’s
going to be a lot of information that
will inevitably come forward.”
Hockey players are supposed to

be tough. And therein lies the prob-
lem.
Depression might be seen as a

sign of weakness by some within
the world of hockey, and that may
have kept Trafford from seeking
help, according to his former team-
mate Gregg Sutch.
“I feel that may have been an

issue with Terry, that he wasn’t
able to say anything,” Sutch told
the Toronto Sun. “And when [the
pressure] gets too overwhelming,
you don’t want to speak out,
because if you say something ...
people are going to look at you like
you’re not really a hockey player –
that you’re not a man.”
Since last September, Trafford

began living with Saginaw Spirit
President Craig Goslin and his
family. The only thing that wasn’t
going great in his life was hockey.
“We recognized that he was

making some decisions that
weren’t great decisions and we
moved him into an environment
where we could mentor him,”
Goslin said.
In early March, Trafford was

sent home to Toronto for a “rules
violation.”

“Our intentions were, more than
likely, not to bring him back this
year,” added Goslin, saying that
Trafford was told he’d have a spot
on the Spirit or another OHL team,
if he corrected his behaviour.
“Nobody had any indication that

there was anything that would end
in this result.”
Trafford was last seen alive

leaving on March 3 at the Dow
Event Center, the home of the
Spirit.
Police say he died of self-inflict-

ed asphyxiation. He was missing
for just over a week
Just days after Terry Trafford's

body was found, his teammates
paid tribute to his memory before a
game in Sault Ste. Marie.
“I’m very proud of the players

for what they’ve been through,”
Saginaw coach Greg Gilbert told

the Canadian Press after the game.
“What they’ve been through is

something nobody should ever go
through. It’s unfortunate that
things like this happen but they
battled through it and competed
hard and I’m very proud of them.”
There’s hope that Trafford’s

death will help change junior hock-
ey for the better.
It has to.
If not then the game of hockey

and those running it will have let
him down.
“This isn’t like a criminal thing

where he’s been murdered,” said
Roy Trafford in a Toronto Sun
interview. “It’s not like that. He
drove to Walmart. He shut down
his phones. He did what he did.
“I’ll never know why.”

Terry Trafford’s death a wake-up call to junior hockey
VICTOR KAISAR
INTERROBANG

CREDIT: OHL IMAGES

Terry Trafford’s death may spark change in junior hockey.
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Kick that energy
drink to the curb

Q. What are the risks of ener-
gy drinks? Is it worth it for a jolt
of energy?

A. Energy drinks are not worth
the risk for the short amount of
time you get the energy because
they tend to make you crash and
feel worse than you did before.
The caffeine and other chemicals
in energy drinks are known to

cause a rise in heart rate, which can
be dangerous to people with heart
conditions or individuals under the
age of 18. The amount of sugar in
energy drinks can contribute to
diabetes or even cancer in extreme
cases.

The best thing to do is avoid
drinks with high concentrations of
caffeine or sugar. If you need a
burst of energy, try having a glass
of water since dehydration can
make you feel sluggish. Also, nat-
ural sugars found in fruits can give
you the jump-start that you need in
the morning.
Submitted by Amy L. and Ryan T.

HEALTH HABIT OF
THE WEEK
Fitness and Health
Promotion students

The Italian car firm Fiat has not
only taken controlling share of
Chrysler Corporation recently, it
has also started selling cars under
its own banner in the Canadian
market.

Fiat was reintroduced into the
Canadian market just a few years
ago, with just one model, the
cutesy 500, which was originally
introduced as a three-door hatch-
back. Soon, a convertible model
(500c) hit the market, followed by
the Turbo and Abarth models.

All these variants were great, but
since they were all based on the
same body, it meant that the 500
would remain a choice for only
those who don’t have a family to
haul around.

So, if you wanted a Fiat 500, but
needed more practicality, you were
out of luck.

Fiat introduced a new model in
its line-up a few months ago called
the 500L.

This is a much bigger vehicle
compared to the original 500 – it is
so big that I think it should have
been named the 1000.

The 500L bears little resem-
blance to its siblings, as this one
has four proper doors, plus a big
rear hatch. It is also much taller
and a bit wider than the standard
500, which helps with practicality.

Step inside and the initial
impression I got was that it felt like
I had just gotten into a minivan.
It’s elevated driving position, plus
all the glass certainly gives it that
feel. So, this is not like a wagon,
call it a mini-minivan similar to a

Mazda5 or the Ford C-Max.
So how does it compare?
The 500L is certainly the most

attractive of this trio. However,
most people who approached it
thought it was another MINI
model, like the Countryman – and
I agree with them.

The interior is very spacious for
five occupants, and the trunk can
swallow a lot of groceries also.
The thing that will help sell this
model is its interior design.
Compared to its competition, the
500L’s interior is full of clever
storage bins, and the dashboard
and centre console has a much
more attractive look. Sitting in the
500L does make you smile, and
that is something that is missing
from most mass market vehicles.

It’s also much more fun to drive.
The only engine offered in the
500L currently is the 1.4-litre,
four-cylinder, turbo charged motor
that produces 160 hp and 184 lb-ft
of torque. Power is fed to only the
front wheels via either a six-speed
manual or a six-speed twin-clutch
automatic.

My tester had the latter trans-
mission, which certainly takes a bit
of getting used to. It is a bit jerky at
slow speeds, it really doesn't like
cold mornings and when using the
manual feature, even at highways
speeds, the shift times were not
very impressive. From a transmis-
sion standpoint, the 500L is OK,
not great. Thankfully, a proper
automatic is planned for this model
in the future, which should help
smooth things out.

As for ride and handling, the
500L is nothing like the regular
500 model. It feels a lot softer and
its responses are quite dull in com-
parison. However, since this model
is aimed at families, sharp han-
dling is not that high on the list of

important features.
The 500L does well in the fuel

economy department. I had my
tester in one of the coldest weeks
of the year, it wore proper winter
tires, and it still managed a city and
highway combined rating of 10.2
litres/100km. In the summer, I bet
you can easily shave 2.0 litres from
that number.

It is priced well too, starting at
just $19,995.

The 2014 Fiat 500L might not be
perfect, but if you're looking for a
family vehicle that has a bit more
character than most, then you
should take a close look at this
model.

MOTORING
NAUMAN FAROOQ
naumanf1@yahoo.com

Family-friendly Fiat 500L

Nathan McFadden, manager of
Athletics at Fanshawe College,
announced on March 20 that
Catherine Arthur has been selected
as the head coach to lead the new
Fanshawe Falcons women’s fast-
ball program in their inaugural sea-
son.

Arthur, a native of London, joins
the Falcons coaching staff with an
extensive background in fastball as
a coach and as a player. She has
been a part of the London
Lightning fastball program as a
coach since 2002, mostly coaching
in the Midget 18U division. Her
teams have been very successful,
earning provincial silver (2012)
and gold (2013) medals to go along
with a national silver medal in
2012 and an Eastern Canadian sil-
ver medal in 2013. She was also
voted all-star coach in both years.

As a player, Arthur attended
Rutgers University on a fastball
scholarship. Following her colle-
giate career, she was a member of
the Brampton Blazers fastball
team, where she won an impres-
sive three national championships
in a four-year span (2002 to 2005).

She was twice selected as a
Nationals Team All-Star.

“We are thrilled to add a coach
of Catherine’s caliber to our
Athletics program,” said
McFadden. “Her character, leader-
ship and extensive experience as
both a player and coach will be
invaluable to our program and stu-
dent-athletes. As a three-time
national champion, she knows
what it takes to win champi-
onships, and her involvement in
the London fastball community
makes her a great fit with our core
values of character, championships
and community.”

Arthur stated, “I am excited to
join the winning tradition of the
Fanshawe Falcons. Fanshawe
Athletics has built a reputation for
excellence in their varsity sports
and I look forward to continuing
that with the new fastball pro-
gram.”

The Falcons will begin tryouts
on August 18, with their OCAA
regular season starting in early
September. The complete Falcons
schedule will be released in late
June. The women’s home games
will be played at Stronach Park.

Catherine Arthur
named head coach of
Fanshawe women’s
fastball program

FANSHAWE ATHLETICS
SPECIAL TO INTERROBANG

Eating right boosts exercise efforts

Exercise is a great way to reduce
stress, improve appearance, signif-
icantly reduce your risk for disease
and other physical ailments,
increase energy and overall feel
good every day. However, if you
are not eating properly (or sleeping
properly), most or all of your exer-
cise efforts could be lost.

Think about it: if you want your
car to function properly, you fuel
it, and take it in for regular mainte-
nance or repair as necessary. Your
body needs regular maintenance
every day in the form of exercises
and fuel in the form of good food.
Here are some simple nutrition tips
to follow:
1. Eat regularly: eat within an

hour of waking up and then about
every three to four hours depend-
ing on needs. If you are very active
you may require food more often.
2. Eat proper portions:

Carbohydrates are typically the
size of your fist, protein is typical-
ly the size of your palm and fats
are typically the size of your
thumb. Obviously, there are excep-
tions, so use this as a guide:
eatrightontario.ca/Understanding-
Portion-Sizes
3. Eat Carbohydrates: Carbs

provide us with energy to think and
do. If you are diabetic, you will
have some specific carbohydrate
needs. Most of us can eat whatever
carb we want, but it is all about
timing, portions and the right type.
You need to eat whole grains for
necessary B vitamins, protein and
many other vitamin and mineral
sources. Whole grains are the
grains themselves: brown rice,
oats, kamut, millet and quinoa are
a few examples. Eat half of your
grain servings daily as the whole
grain (boiled in water) or add to
salad or stir fry dishes. You can
also eat processed grains as long as
they are made from whole grains
and contain very little extra ingre-
dients: pasta, couscous, muffins,
cereal, bread, crackers, etc. Avoid
processed grains that list enriched
flour and sugar in the ingredient
list.
4. Don’t over-consume pro-

tein: You need protein for building
and repair of body tissues, but your
body only needs a certain amount
and the rest is excreted. This can
be very stressful on your kidneys
and lead to a condition called
ketoacidosis. As a general rule,
about 0.4 grams for women and 0.7
grams for men of protein is
required for every one pound on
your body on a daily basis. So if a
man weighs 160 pounds, he needs
about 112 grams daily.
5. Food first: supplements as

required. Don’t take supplements

because the guy at the store sounds
like he knows what he’s talking
about; that’s what he’s trained to
do! Take them because you have
very specific physical needs and
your doctor has recommended
these for you. Most of us, includ-
ing elite athletes can get all or the
majority of our requirements from
food. Bonus: Food is cheaper.
Karen Nixon-Carroll is the

Program Manager at Fitness 101,
Fanshawe College Professor,
YMCA fitness course trainer and
examiner, Fanshawe FHP grad
and holds many fitness certifica-
tions for personal training, group
fitness and wellness. Email her at
karen.carroll@fanshawec.ca.

FUN & FITNESS
KAREN NIXON-CARROLL
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In the short history of the
National Basketball League of
Canada (NBLC), we’ve seen some
fantastic players on some very tal-
ented teams. The 2012/13 London
Lightning and Summerside Storm
were two of those teams. After
trading blows during the regular
season, the two met in the 2013
NBLC finals last April. London
would win that series, but the rival-
ry would remain.

Now, both teams sit only a few
wins away from meeting again;
this time in the 2014 NBLC Finals.
Here’s why this matchup would be
best for the fans, players and
league.

The Summerside Storm was one
of the few teams that could take
London to the limit in that 2012/13
season. In fact, the Storm (who
have relocated to Charlottetown
and renamed the Island Storm)
beat London 3-1 in their four
games they played in the regular
season that year. No other team
could beat London over a four-
game span, with London only sur-
rendering seven losses over the
entire 40-game season. These
teams have built a history of excit-
ing overtime thrillers. London only
needed four games to win the best-
of-five championship series, as
they repeated as NBLC champi-
ons.

However, some Lightning play-
ers must have enjoyed that week
they spent on Prince Edward
Island, for games three and four,

because many of them came back.
Adrian Moss, Jeremy Williams
and Antwi Atuahene all spent time
with the Storm this season, with
only the latter departing shortly
before the trade deadline. This
team has developed roots over this
season through Moss and
Williams. They will be gunning to
prove everyone wrong if they
come to London.

The rumour going around is that
there is a bit of animosity between
members of the Storm and
Lightning. There will undoubtedly
be some heat with players like
Nick Okorie; who spent most of
this past season and the last with
the Oshawa/Mississauga Power
organization, which played
London countless times, as well as
Al Stewart – Island’s lead point
guard who couldn’t play in the
finals after taking a job as a teacher
in Chicago (yes that happened, but

he’s back).
Perhaps some of this hatred

comes from competition off the
court. The Lightning and Storm
have been the two premier fran-
chises in the league the past sever-
al years. They’ve averaged high
attendance numbers, as well as cre-
ated strong connections in the
community. These are the top
teams in the NBLC across the
board.

With the league heading into a
crucial fourth season, (and looking
for corporate and broadcast part-
ners) this would sell the league at
the height of its relevance.

But before we hit that fourth sea-
son, lets hope for a London
Lightning/Island Storm final in the
third.

Marty Thompson is the play-by-
play voice of the London Lightning
for their livestream,
SportsLive24.net.
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Stormy with a chance of Lightning

CREDIT: NBL CANADA

Summerside Storm player Brandon Robinson (left) takes on London’s
Jeremy Williams in the 2013 NBLC Finals. Williams would end up joining
the nearly-minted Island Storm for the 2013/14 season.CREDIT: SOURCE

Infamous diver, Cristiano Ronaldo, has a rather impressive portfolio of
dives and faking. On this ocassion against Arsenal during his Manchester
United days is Ronaldo in fine form.

LIGHTNING
WATCH
MARTY THOMPSON
sensandsoccerfan@hot-
mail.com
twitter: @martythompson_

Student Athletic Program
Full Time Summer Employment

Summer Employment?
Fanshawe Athletics hires students full time in the summer as:

be approved for the Summer Work Study program

For more information, please see
www.fanshawec.ca/athletics

Apply in person or email resumes with cover letter to
athletics@fanshawec.ca or see Tammy Drury

in the Athletic Department J1034

r as:
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Must be returning to school in the Fall 2014 and

Athletics Assistant | Technician Assistant | Research Assistant | Publications Assistant

Thinking about

Throughout the year I have
devoted plenty of column inches
towards reflections on what it’s
like to be a soccer fan on this side
of the Atlantic Ocean, I regularly
find myself having to defend the
sport in the face of the less knowl-
edgeable, questioning how I can
possibly enjoy a slow sport with
very few bits of action in which
players dramatically hurl them-
selves to the ground when they feel
the lightest breeze.

Any attempt to explain what it is
about the sport often falls on deaf
ears, leaving many of my friends,
and I’m sure I’m not the only one
to have experienced this, under the
impression that the overdramatic
antics seen when someone is
rolling around on the field is some-
thing that soccer fans are perfectly
OK with.

Well I’m here to set the record
straight, I cannot tell you one true
fan of the game, regardless of club
loyalty, nationality or who their
favourite player is, who is genuine-
ly entertained by soccer’s special
brand of overreacting, to assume
so is silly. Athleticism, and the
various subcultures that surround
it, are breeding grounds for the
uber-competitive, and that desire
to win often manifests itself in dis-
honesty, regardless of the competi-
tion, and it should be no surprise
that it takes different forms in dif-
ferent sports.

Now please don’t take this as me
attempting to rationalize diving, or
“simulation” as it’s more officially
known in the rules of the game, as
it annoys me just as much as it
does those who are bringing it up,
and probably even more so,
because that dive could be brought
against my team, leading the per-

petrator to be labelled as “cheating
scum” for the rest of the week.

However, the issue has become
clouded among the bigger issue
that has led to diving in the first
place, soccer is an exceptionally
hard sport to officiate, and the gov-
erning bodies behind the game are
moving forward at a glacial pace
when it comes to making the lives
of referees any easier.

If you picture the NHL or the
NFL, the “big two” leagues in
North America, officials have one
thing in common, the ability to
stop play, head to the sidelines and
take as long as they please to come
to a final decision, often at the cost
of the game’s flow (unless it’s the
NFL, there is zero flow), and that
is the biggest difference that a soc-
cer referee must deal with, the total
lack of help.

Sure they have a pair of assistant
referees, but the positions that they
must take up on the lines are rarely
conducive to aiding the official in
making a split second, difficult
decision, was it a foul? Is it wor-
thy of a card? If so what colour?
The pressure on a ref can be
immense, making it unsurprising
that some players feel the need to
make it obvious when they have
been fouled, far too often they will
stay on their feet in a fit of honesty
only to be ignored by the referee.

Obviously among the players
that truly have been fouled there
are a few unsavoury incidents that
made headlines over the years, but
it is becoming a more significant
priority within the soccer world,
being added to the official rules of
the game in 2002 as a yellow card
offense. While the awarding of
these cards has still been woefully
inconsistent, the presence of the
rule may set the stage for a new
generation of more honest foot-
ballers. In the meantime though,
stop telling us that we like diving,
because odds are we hate it even
more than you do.

Let’s talk about diving

PREMIER LEAGUE
PONDERINGS
ANDREW VIDLER
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TICKETS AT THE BIZ BOOTH

At Rainbow Cinemas (in Citi Plaza)$4 STUDENTS | $6 GUESTS

Wednesday April 2nd

NOAH

.
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